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Whiskey Troubles 'Affecting Casualties Were Not Heavy Both Houses Assemble Late Declares It Is Wrong in Op- He Would Place All Washing- Father of Waters on Rampage Delegates to Congress Are
This Afternoon After
Indian to be Aired in
During the AH Night
in Middle Western
ton Employes Under
posing Battleship ApWorking Out Program for
District Court
Civil Service
Long Recess
Fight
States
Better Highways
propriation
GOVERNOR

RETURNED

TODAY BANDITS

ACTIVE

INjOURlGO COMMITTEES

ARE

AT

PROTEST AGAINST FREE SUGAR ANNUAL LOSS IS $IO,00O,000iRATi3N3FORFLOOOSiIFFERERSiSIO.OO0,000BQfJDSIIG5ESTED

WORK

Has Been Taking Needed Rest American Consul Edwards War- Important Business However Kentucky Delegation
Wants Special Message to Congress to Cairo Cut Off From Train Ser- Colonel R. E. Twitchell of East
ned Not to Recognize
at Ranch INear Carrizozo
Not Likely Until Latter
More Money For River
Which Democrats Will
vice and Another Levee
Las Vegas Elected
Past Week.
Part of Next Week.
Protection.
Give Little Heed.
Gives Way.
Belligerency'
President.
Governor McDonald returned today (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
from a brief sojourn at Carrizozo.
V
With General Campas, Liber- Federal Court.
al Army, Near Parral, Mexico,
The federal court met today with
X April 2 By Courier to El Paso, N
and Harry Lee, clerk, in attendance. V April 4. The defeat of General X
The grand jury had not reported when
Campa in his attack on Parral
the New Mexican went to press but a
today was a rout. The federal N
number of indictments are expected.
defenders of the city had been
llQtltwni in vnlnntirtt I.nn1ri.nifnv
reinforced and all b it surround- - X
was filed this morning oy Louis Nap- ed the rebel command which
nlpnn nf Santa EV anH woa mfuvfcwl tf X did well to escape destruction.
the bankruptcy referees.
Treasurer's Receipts.
The following sums of money were
Campas in Flight.
received this morning in the office of
It is officially stated that the rebel
State Treasurer O. N. Marion: M. A.
losses were three killed and twelve"
Ortiz, county clerk of Santa Fe county, clerks' fees, $398.45; Thomas P. wounded, but the list is undoubtedly
Gable, game and fish warden, game larger, as Campa in his flight was
protection fund, $30.25; George Sena, compelled to leave the wounded where
county clerk of Guadalupe county
fell in the mountains and in the
V.
W.
clerks' fees, $114.75;
Cox, they
treasurer of Dona Ana county, taxes deep defiles and arroyos among
of them.
$1735.57; C. J. Amble, treasurer
Torrance county, taxes $270.02; John
Heroic Woman.
R. Strong, treasurer of Mora county,
Among the slain, was Campa's
taxes $359.93; board of trustees of
A woman who acbrother.
the city of Las Vegas, fees fund $25.
companied her husband on the march
District Court.
fought bravely in the trenches, handlThree suits were filed this morning ing a rifle like a veteran. H"r husin the district court. The court went
band was killed just as the retreat was
in session at 10 o'clock and a few unabout to begin. The woman secured
of.
motions
were
disposed
important
a horse and attempted to save the
W.
H.
Brown
Suit was filed jy Dr.
body. The horse tired on the retreat
against a .ocal businessman for the and began to drop behind. The federrecovery of $111 alleged to be due for als were stezdily pressing the pursuit,
professional services to the . defend- and soon got her range.
She kept
ant's wife. A transcript of judgment
on, the target of a storm of
bravely
v. as filed in the case of George Block
until, unnerved by the
versus the Board of County Commis- bullets,
flight of others, she dismountsioners of Santa Fe county. The judg- ed, tenderly
deposited her burden by
callcourt
ment rendered in
iustice
the roadside, and fled after the others.
ed for the payment by the board to
An
Fight.
Mr. Block of the sum of $990.55, being
.Timenez, Mex., April 4 Darkness
the cost of the suit and value of bonds
interrupted the fighting between libheld by the plaintiff.
el als and government forces at Baca,
Espanola Liquor Fight.
miles from Parral, last night.
The first move in the fight of the twenty
Neither side had the advantage.
of
interests
Espanola
liquor
against
Salazar
the night, General
the injunction prohibiting the sale of During
the scene and took command
retched
Tield
by
,"quor on the lands formerly
morning when the fighting was
the Indians and the transportation of this
resumed.
He began a flank moveintoxicants either by railroad or wag- ment while General
and
Fernandez
on road through the Indian country,
Quevedo engaged the federal
Major
Renehan
was made when Attorneys
front. Thus far, the casualties have
and Wright asked the court for an or- been few.
der restraining the authorities of the'
Roberts get Free.
Indian service from enforcing their
El
Paso,
Texas, April 4. Powell
the
with
filed
In
the petition
ruling.
American
arrested at
the
Roberts,
clerk of the district court A. Frank,
and taken secretly to ChihuaJosefita R. de Lucero and the firm of Juarez,
rebel
was tried yesterday
by
Martinez and Salazar are named as hua,
court martial, charged with being a
J.
H.
the plaintiffs against
Coggeshall,
The
Maderista
spy, and acquitted.
superintendent of the United States news was conveyed to Colonel Ponce
Indian Industrial School, and Francis
at Juarez in an official aispatcn today.
C. Wilson, attorney for the Pueblo InRebels Not Opposed to Americans.
the
that
dians. The plaintiffs allege
Jimenez, April 4. Braulio Hernan
was
hmd on which Espanola stands
dez, former secretary of state, for the
.liontpfl frnm the Pueblo three-milstate of Chihuahua was commissioned
grant before the United States took by General Pasqual Orozco today to go
and
that
of
the country
possession
to Washington and by explanation and
there are no Indians now inhabiting otherwise
to do all in his power to
any part of the townsite, and that they counteract the
alleged impresion in
cannot therefore legally be enjoined
United States that the rebel party
the
limits
within
the
from selling liquor
is opposed to Americans.
of the town.
Bandits Get Busy.
The hoard of education of the City
Washington, D. C, April 4. Renew
of Santa Fe this morning filed a combandits near Velar- plaint with the clerk of the district ed activities of the necessitated the
has
Ida
Mrs.
dena, Durango,
court asking damages against
Astler for failure to vacate the prop- dispatch of additional Mexican federal
population.
erty on Lincoln and Palace avenues, troops to protect theHamm
at Durango,
American Consul
known as the "barracks," according to
to
a contract, alleged to have been made. reported to th State Department
The complaint alleges damages of $5 day, that all mining operations in the
a day since April 1, the date on which state had been suspended with the
the alleged contract was to have gone consequent exodus of Americans.
into effect.
Warning to Consul.
American Consul Edwards at Juarez
ROUGH RIDER COLONEL
has been warned by the State Depart
to
DISCOVERS ANOTHER TRUTH. ment to be exceedingly cautious
avoid any action which might be
by the rebels as a recognition 6f
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Maysville, Ky., April 4. Colonel their belligerency in any representaRoosevelt said here today that hereaft-- . tions he might make to them, for the
er in his campaign, he expected to em- release of Powell Roberts, the EI Paso
phasize the argument which he used citizen who was arrested in Juarez.
in his speech in Louisville last night,
Four Rebel Generals Captured.
that in his opinion, the outcome of the
Mexico City, Mex., April 4. An espresent campaign would be of vital Im- cort of General Francisco Villa's fedportance in shaping the course of eral troops arrived at Mapimi, bringevents of the nation in the future.
ing as prisoners General Jose de la
"I believe that I stated the issue Luz Soto, and three other rebel chiefs
more precisely than I have done be- yesterday, according to a special disfore," said Colonel Roosevelt, "whet patch received today from Mapimi by
Soto
I said that unless this country is a El Diario.
General
pretty good place for all of us, it will Parral when the federal tri
not be a good place for any of us. That taoke dthat city decently,
is the important point I am trying to himself unable to hold the t
bring out in this campaign. This, and loaded his arms and ammu
not the personal fortunes of any one a train, intending to send
General Pasqual Orozco at
xan, is the real issue."
General Francisco Villa
As Colonel Roosevelt's car was at
i
tached to a regular train during the tacked Soto and captured
;,!'
first part of his day's run, the schedule the other chiefs with 250 rifl
did not permit of any extended stops, cartridges and one rapid fire
and the colonel made no attempt to de
liver speeches. At several stations Be AVIATOR RODGERS KILL
BY FALL INI
went out on the platform of his car
and shook hands with as many of
Long Beach, Cal., April
those in the crowd as could reach him.
braith P. Rodgers, the
the American contin
GENERAL HUEN HENG
'
WAS ASSASSINATED. aeroplane, was killed here
(By Special Leased Wive to Wew Mexican) siantly atf 3:15 yesterday
London, April 4. A dispatch from when his Wright
Tien Tsin to the Exchange Telegraph he had been soaring over
Company, says the reported assassi- fell into the surf from a he:s;i
feet and buried him in the i
oi General Huen Heng,
. nation
of the Chinese republic, is neck was broken and his
There is no confirmation mashed by the engine of h
confirmed.
of the rumor from any other source He. lived but a few momei
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r.y Spocl:il Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The New Mexico Good Roads
Washington, D. C, April 4. Presi- s
V
In session 2 p. m.
Seven
dent Taft today submitted to
thousand
this
persons XA Association
afternoon
X
a message in which he made
homeless.
V elected Colonel R. K. Twitchell
Finance committee
heard
st rong recommendations
S. Senator A. B. Fall at. WashA of East Las Vegas, president: x
protests from Porto Ricans
bearing up- Eight thousand persons have
V against free sugar bill.
on greater efficiency an economy in V fled
from Hood
ington, D. C, urging an immethreatened
A F. B. SehwentLer
AlbuquerX
homes.
House.
diate joint session of both
S:the methods used in transacting the
and John
A que, secretary,
Met at noon.
Houses and his
to
public business of the various execEight persons drowned.
A Becker, Jr., of Magdalena,
Considered Indian apptopria- - XjUtive departments and other govern - jX
the long term of the Senate
A treasurer. An executive
Property loss will run into
X tion bill, carrying $7,lf.",2.".j.
A
with one member from
mental establishments.
expiring March 4, 1919.
jX millions.
Ten states affected.
x each judicial district
The President referred to the "ad President Taft in message
and
V urged the passage of legisla- Willi
State and federal governL. Bradford
vantages to be derived from placing
of-X tion to promote economy and X in the classified service the local
ment hurrying help to afflicted
x Prince of Santa Fe. ineniher-at-lurgBoth Houses of the legislature
reinundated cities.
in governnn-fleers under the departments of
serv- was also appointed. x
XA
sumed their sessions this afternoon at X efficiency
Nine thousand acres of manice.
The other members of the comtreasury, of the postofiice. of justice, A
x
three o'clock. Most of the members
district of Cairo,
mittee are: Jose L. Sena. x
Kentucky delegation
urged S of the interior and of commerce and X ufacturing
had left town during the recess and
111.,
reunder water.
labor," and stated, "that indirectly
XX John L. Ziaimermann, II. ().
a few had not yet returned, the be- A appropriation committee to
X port favorably
Future City, and Urhandale.
bill appropri- - X the changes proposed will result in
M. M. Shields. V.
E.
lief being general that no important
the saving of many millions of dollars A outlying home
of V"
sections
atmg $2u0,(H)0 additional for
Lester, R. ('. Masters, J. W.
business would be transacted until
of public funds" besides greatly in- V Cairo, with combined popuia- - N
X flood preventive work.
Stockard, J. A. Malloney. The
next Tuesday. The senatorial situation of 1100 flooded.
x!x convention adjourned subject
creasing the efficiency of the service
was
tion
a topic of general discussion
V
affected.
Hickman. Ky., factory dis- - x!x to the call of the president.
Sulzer Favors Battleships.
and there is considerable difference of
trict. and part of home section
The message says in part: "I have
Washington, D. C, April 4. Repreopinion as to the procedure and the sentative Sulzer of New
flooded.
Two thousand home- York, who, several times called attention to the
time for the election of a successor
reason of his chairmanship, of the advantages to be derived from placing V less.
The New Mexico Good Roads
s
to Senator A. B. Fall, many holding by
Columbus, Ky., with outlying
committee, is in con- - in the classified service the local olli- convened in the chambers of
that no election can take place until foreign affairs
V
stant touch with the state department. leers under the departments of the
country under water, deprivnext January.
'ilhc supreme court it 10 o'clock Ibis
The committee in
took open issue today with his Demo-- ' treasury, of the postoffice, of justice,
ing 1,(100 persons of homes.
V morning. The morning session was
the House investigating the bribery
in the House, who' of the interior and of commerce and
.Memphis, Teiin., river
sec V riven
cratic
colleagues
ever to the discussion of gencharges against four members, will Iwpnt nn rpcnrH twirp in
tions flooded, driving 12,non
(Oi
niifiK labor. In in v message submitted
eral good roads matters. The address
not meet until next Monday at which
I
17.
from
on
homes.
referred
the
January
time a report formulated by Repre- 'against any battleship appropriation to congress
'
iiiiiitt
Olljeius III
I'.'
the loss occasioned lo the govern - A
Many factories under water.
year. He predicted that when
hau man of Hie board of
sentative Toombs will be submitted this
New Madrid. Mo.. Sun hoino- - V,Dawson,
the bill reached the Senate, provision nient because of the fact thai in many A
tor discussion, modification and adopcounty commissioners of Colfax coun
would be made for two more battle-- , cases two persons are paid for doing X less.
ty, was sr holarly in terms and offered
A minority retion by the majority.
and that the House will accept the work that could easily be done by
Dorena, Mo., 700 homeless.
ships,
in;in
helpful suggesiion in solving
port is also anticipated.
X
one."
the amendment,
Eight thousand persons fiee- good mads Ill'OllIerns
Jmnnir other
Senate.
X
The
his
from
in
President
dising
message stated
Mark Smith Turned Down.
ne suggested a bond issue of
tl'ings
had
that the loss on this account
After the preliminaries, petitions Special to the New Mexican
tricts in towns between Hick- - V $10,000,000.
were presented against prize fights
been shown by an inquiry to amount X man, Ky., and Helena, Ark.
Francis E.
Washington, D. C, April 4.- - Sena-tor- s
gave a practical
and for the passage of the "Red Light
SX XXXXXXXXXXXXX V discussion on Lester
Catron and Fall voted together to $10,000,000 annually.
the good roads prob
Bill."
Injunction
Civil Service ror Postmasters.
and with flip maioritv nei'mittinir
lems from the county standpoint.
,
u:
,.
TU
The following bills were introduced:
'
S
his suggestions will no
M;lny of
r
BllVgeons to Tetire'at sixtv years ' "For example," he said, "it appears
llavy
7
,
Senate Bill No. 46, by Laughren, an in8t?ad o at 7n. Senator Mark Smith that a very substantial economy would offered false hopes to the thousands ,,,.,,. ho
,
h,,,,,-""""-'".u. me issuing 01 minus ana as-peisons in uie great i,
to read into the record the result from rutting experienced and
itoI.
attempted
stretches of the Ohio and the
sumption by the state of the indebt- - mcmori.Hl of tne Arizona
The convention early took up the
legislature trained officers in charge of the first Jocid
eclness of counties.
""" govern-- ; mHtNr
and
second
class
instead
'i'i.
postofflces,
confirmation
of
the
transcontinental highways
Senate Bill No. 47 by Barth, an against
ac- '"ent forecasters at river points and.ln(i
An of selecting the postmasters in
dp(,ided that it was not properlv
' Washington said they could notja nestion that
...y.
...ui.fc 1U. ya,umu. u.
it hoW Iv, mess cordance with the present practice.
niigh, come before a
due employes in money or checks of
iimm.se oi a cessation s(ate conf!ress allu- it was therefore
"As the annual operating expenses "u"
even date, when employment terminooo
auove
of
offices
the first and second class
constantly rising
(ijsmjBSe,j
from discussion. It was
Ashhurst introduced a bill for a pub-- j
nates.
ill.
pointed out that the business of the
lie building at Prescott, appropriating aggregate the enormous sum of more t.airo,
D.
4.
No.
Senate Bi"
AVft.i 'st.uo
4S, by Barth,
an act
C., April
than $30,000,000, undoubtedly, if th?! Washington.
was local rather
oigaiuzation
$(;o,ooo.
providing for the filing of itemized
postmasters of these offices were en.- - the Mississippi at Memphis three feet than national.
statements by county and municipal
braced in the classified service, the above the high record mark, and at
The following were appointed on a
officials.
annual saving would eventually rep- - Cairo, 1.7 feet above the highest pre- - 'committee to draft a constitution and
Senate Bill No. 49, by Barth, proresent many millions of dollars. The viols mark. Weather Bureau officials
for the congress: R. E.
hibiting saloons and houses of ill
J. V. Tally and D. K. B. Sellers.
saving in salaries alone, not taking today were unable to predict any c e in
sation
the constantly rising flood This committee
fame within
certain distance of
into account any saving due to inthe
together with
schools, churches and public build
creased efficiency of operation., would tieiow i.airo. Reports to the Unrea l committees appointed last evening
BUGABOO
indicated the water would contiiiu' will
amount to about $4,500,000.
ings.
report to the convention and the
Senate Bill No. 50, by Barth. an act
In the case of postmasters at offices to rise slowly and no prediction was real work of the congress will begin.
flo
to
as
made
id
when
to provide complete self government!
wouiJ
the
of the third class, a large annual savIf the delegates succeed in accomturn.
i"ri5)
plishing the work outlined for this eveThat Is the Intent of Lodge ing could be made."
inJ0Wf r?.,?ver 5'm:V
The river at Cairo stood at
Classified Service for Land Offices.
ui, i;. Duii u, aujuin. jjin
ning's meeting the congress will adResolution as to Magdasince yes- journ sine die.
feet, a rise of
to
The m ssage stated that nearly
thorizing county commissioners
The previous high
record:
could be saved annually by plac- terday.
levy a tax for building roads.
lena. Bay
Engineer Miller on Good Roads.
Senate Bill No. 52, by Barth, an act
ing the pension agents in the classi- was 52.2 feet, made in 1SS3. At Mem-- '
The following is a brief resume of
1S
a
4.1.4
fied service and that the field service pins, tne stage was
giving women equal property rights
tet,
tllf ;it'ninii11t fm- tnml mailt: unH flwi
to men and defining marriage
of the general land office, "could be of eight tenths. The previous record ))hlns
PRESIDENT TAFT
obtaining them take lrom
AOCQRO
40., feet At icksburg the river, ,m,
more efficiently and economically opSI,m. of Stale Kgieer C. 1).
a
4i
at
of
Senate Bill No. 53, by Barth, to
if
feet,
rise
law
was
that
it
erated
provided by
.
President. Taft directed the quarter-- ,
and'o
the offices of receiver of land offices
exempt from taxation church
Much has been said of the improve- Democratic
Also
Sulzer
Side
on
fraternal property.
be abolished and the duties transferr- master .Vgenerals department o fur-- ! iment ot roads incident to the attrac- Sanctions This Flank
Senate Bill No. 54, by Barth, to
ed to the register, assisted by a bond- nish rations to anv flood sufferers,..tion of tourist
i
.. travel, but I believe
ed clerk and the register placed in who are found to be m want. He a so:..
exempt from taxation property of
Movement.
u.,,,..,ua,
Senator-elec- t
and:
James
widows and orphans not to exceed
promised
classified
the
service."
a
RusseJl of Missouri, ',1,n'?nt. ''nf! thw line that can come
has been estimated that
$1,000.
Representative
It
iii n sua iilmu uie.
.weAii.u
Senate Bill No. 55, by Evans, an (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) adoption of this plan would cause an to do anything in his power to aid
Washington, D. C, April 4 The annual saving of $200,000 according to 'those made homeless and deprived of building of roads to aid our own citact to create a normal school at
izens. It. is always the farmer and
Lodge resolution, calling on the 'res- the message.
the necessities of life.
the businessman that pays the taxes
Cut-ofSenate Bill No. 56, by Mabry, to ident to send to the Senate informaInternal Revenue Collectors Too
Cairo
to build the roads and not the motor
tion obtained by the state departabolish capital punishment.
A direct saving in salaries, and an
Cairo. Til.. Anril 4. Cairo is with- - car tourist who is with us one day and
.
Senate Joint Resolution No. 19, by ment in its investigation of the report nmroer
opnnnmv inrfinen
inprpavo out. train service touay aim. is
""
almost, is gone tne neNt
v ,vi
It j
t0
was
the
that
"
government
Japanese
Barth, providing for the appointment
would follow the transfer ot snrrnllm,-- d hv w,pr ,lv tn hreakine'
...
efficiency
sti v .,uie unii isl w ii ere it can ue uone
of a joint committee on salaries. At- - seeking from Mexico, a naval base at tne internal revenue and customs ot - u.,.,v tHnv nf h Ainhtio
nhini
without expense and inconvenience to
tempt to suspend the rules for the Magdalena bay, now is said to have ncers, now political appointees, to tnej!evee whion protec.el the drainage
citizens of the state.
a
been
of
an
administration
part
plan
of
resolution
failed
the
after
passage
ciassinea service, tne rresiaent saiui district. All railroads pass through, the
to
the
smash
constantly
recurring
some discussion.
ComF,nisn the Trunk Lines'
Referred to
in his message.
the drainage district which is now
bugaboo of Japanese invasion or colo,h- - S0(1
Uork has uet'n
mittee on Rules.
In conclusion, the President, refer under from five to fifteen feet or
Acting'
nization of North America.
coun- Numerous
roads commission in twenty-twcommittee
j
meetings
ring to all the reports and recommen- - water
of
Wilson
State Huntington
were announced for tonjorrow.
Secretary
of
of
the
t
tlle
wenty-sities
s,flte
dations in nis message, said: "Again
0,lt
The lives of five hundred workmen
Adjourned to Saturday forenoon at and Representative Sulzer of New I urge upon Congress the desirability were endangered and property valued ;and tlie citizens are fully alive to the
York, chairman of the House foreign of providing whatever funds can be i
ten o'clock.
'
f"""
affairs committee, had a long confer- used effectively to carry forward with in jexcess of $5,000,000 was submergHouse.
e(j wnen the Mississippi river tore alnas (,ea't liberally with those counties
Al- ence
Taft
with
President
today.
n interest m roan
all possible vigor the work now well crevice 125 feet long in the Mobile ln:'t nave evmeea
Prayer by Vicar General A. Fourche-gu-,
no iormai statement was is- fo and Ohio
The $200,000
In fact the state has
construction.
begun.
required
roll call and reading and approval tnougn
around
the
levee,
drainage
unwas evident a thorough
e
rosecuton of the inquiry during the district north of Cairo. The levee
its own roads for trie
of journal,
were the preliminaries, sued, it
derstanding exists between the Presi-- ensuing year and the ?5,M,oo
t
hundred! fit of
county highways, and it is
with Speaker Baca in the chair
more
than
after
three
and the state department and:mated for the pubIication o( th5 re.
a
Moreno presented petitions from
workmen had fought for five hours to! high time that the state took up the
members of the House and Senate for-work of completing its own system
sutS) are ineonsidrabie in compan-eigValley against proopsed
prize
affairs committee as to methods !gon witn the economics which can be fill a depression 70 feet long and
men
five
thoroughfares and principally the
feet
hundred
Five
fight at Las Vegas. Tully sugg-stv- i
deep.
reto be employed in setting at rest
realized.
Real of the Pecos and Ria
('amino
levee
on
were
reference to Committee on Military
the
Four
fighting
Big
entertained intenports that
in an effort to stem the rise of the, Grande Valleys.
Affairs. So referred amidst laughter. tions hostile Japan
to this country.
FEW HOMICIDES DURING
Ohio.
Goodell presented memorial of peoTax Automobiles,
Fearing that the Big Four
It was said at the state department
-MONTH OF MARCH. levee would not hold under the strain!
takes
it
ple of Dona Ana county for good roads that the Lodge, resolution
large expenditures of funds
probably
the tug Frances was ordered out withi0 secure the comforts and advantages
legislation, for completion of El Carti-in- will go to the Senate tomorrow and
del Real to be paid for by state will tend completely to discredit the Publicity Has Resulted in More Thor-oug- a rescue party on board and succeed- j0f good roads. What has been accom-ein bringing them in.
Law Enforcement and
nds. Referred to Committee on Ju- - reports of any. designs on the part of
plished has been done with the pa..ry
Fewer Killings.
sum of $175,000, expended over a
i
Thousand Buildings Flooded.
:iary.
the Japanese government on Mexican
The homicide record kept in the ofLlewellyn presented a petit on m, a territory.
levee broke at a point near the'ioJ of nearly three years. The
of the New Mexico Mounted Pofice
a
) Albuquerque citizens
The territory flood- - tion for the Good Roads Congress to
against
junction.
lice shows only tour killings for the ed is what is known as the Cairo solve is the raising of additional rev- oposed prize fight at Las Veg:t3 and ACADEMY OF MEDICINE
month just past. The stories of the
mmending Governor McDonald for
Drainage District. It is located justi' r.ue without placing an undue burAT SOUTH BETHLEHEM, Pa.
reported stand against prize lights, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican! deeds do not disclose the familiar and north of Cairo and comprises about den on the tax payer. A tax on autodetails of fatal drinking 9,000 acres of ground.
mobile 1ms
been suggested
her petitions of similar nature were
and
South Bethlehem, Pa., April 4 The revolting
games and immoraliGet the
esented and referred.
It is estimated that the number of doubtless will be adopted.
third session of the conference of the bouts,Thegambling
'
first fatality did not occur unty.
The Committee on Printing present-- i American
taxes, pond tne state tor a small
homes, business houses, and other
Academy of Medicine at Le- til the month had more than half
bids for printing the record of the
spent
the con- - isum aml llse the funds for
in
dis
flooded
the
to
structures
was
devoted
drainage
high University today
itself. The record follows: Oscar L. trict numbered
ouse Bribery Investigation.
of
state
struction
highways.
one
thousand,
a discussion of teaching hygiene.
nearly
Brown, March 1G at Cuervo, Valencia Future City, a negro settlement in the
The following bills were introduced:
Take Roads Out of Politics.
nUV.
mA
W U Tt,
r.Tl flooded
House Bill No. 41, by the Speaker
"In legislating for the state road3
has a population o'.'
territory,
shot, jealousy over Mrs. Terry; Juan more than a thousand.
l act to appoint a state loan commis-oI'rbandale. the county tral'ficways should not be
FLOUR MILL BURNED TO
g years old, March 17 at Gas-coand providing for carrying into
Esquibel,
The county
wlih a white population of about a neglected or overlooked.
AT
HATCH.
GROUND
Mora county. Maximiliano fired hundred, had many well built homes. road tax system is a cumbersome and
Sect the provisions of the jonslitu-oDeming, N. M., April 4.
the shot but declared killing acciden-'tal- , No loss of life is reported so far.
uncertain source of revenue. An improviding for the assump'ion of
word was received by tele22 cali re rifle shot, accidental;
Dunty debts by the state. Referred to
partial system of collecting county
The
of
is
proproper,
Cairo,
phone this morning that the
city
'
Simon Lopez, March 20 at Mountain- - tected from the flooded section by n'r0'dli taxes and an efficient method for
ne Committee on Indebtedness.
flour mill of Lafayette Cl'app at
House Bill No. 42, by Gage, provid-tiair, Torrance county Juan Vialpanuo system of cross levees and the big accomplishing this has not yet been
Hatch. N. M.. was burned to
under arrest.
for the erection of a normal school
Vialpando,
force of men who were at work on devised and it is scarcely possible that
the ground last night. He had
Referred to the Commit-ecused, at large, gtin shot, quarrel: Wal-tio- the drainage levee have been thrown the efficiency of the system will bj
,t Artesia.
the installa- completed
on Education.
On, March 20 at Kenna, Chaves around the Cairo levee. The gauge increased until the roads are taken out
of a fifty horse power en- county.
Haysell Smith under arrest, this morning registered 53.9 feet.
of politics and the local highways re- House Bill No. 43, by Rogers, an act
machinnew
and
other
gine
V gun shot, killed while assaulting jus- ery.
Continue? on page eight.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on Page Four.)
x(tice of the peace
A furore was

created this af
ternoon at the eauitol by the
receipt of a telegram from U.
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The Little Store

ON FILE.

If some clever little bit
Of a sharp and pointed wit,
Carrying a sting with it
File the thing away.

Quality and Large Variety of

If some bit of gossip come,
File the thinft away.
Scandalously spicy crumb,
File the thing away.

"Soltaire" floods.

Always the Leader

Southern Corner Plaza,
ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

PURCHASES.

WE

GIVE

this for a little while,
Then go out and burn the file.
John Kendrick Bangs.

No. 40.

AND

THE STATE

TICKETS

"
WHOLESALE

u

WALL STREET
r.OWS
REMARKABLE STRENGTH.

REGISTER

RETAIL

Only One Ticket
At the election

Gerraany.

ul

If suspicion comes to you
That your neighbor isn't true,
Let me tell you what to do
File the thing away!

SRQGERY

iia

The use of simple herbs as remedies instead of the more concentrated and
usually more dangerous inorganic substances, has been revived very widely of late.
In Germany a new school of physicians has arisen which throws out almost a
whole of the pharmacopeia and relics on an adaptation ot the method of wild
N. Y. World.
animals in curing themselves
It was Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y., who first advocated the extended use of some
of our native roots, such as : Golden sea! and Oregon grape root, mandrake
These are the chief ingredients in Doctor
and queen's root, black ".herryberk.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, which has been so well and favorably known
A harmless cleanser ana
for nearly half a century.
stomach tonic that nature has provided.
I suf.T. DiiSAi.r) Matiieson of Ossinina, N. Y. says:
fered for over f!vo years with what the doctors told mo was
wtnr-rha
tl Haled cotnliiion of the stunweh, asxochittd uiih
I had tried
corulUUm of same, and ncrvmi heart.
etc., to float a ship
pnonsh mix. bismuth, gentian, rhubarb,
no
cure
for
me, but after
and naturally thought there was
reading what eminent doctors said of the curative' qualities
of the incredients of 'Golden Jledical Discovery I gave it
a fair trial. Took the 'Discovery ' and also the 'Pleasant
Pellets,' and can truthfully say I am feeling better now
than I 'iave in years. I cheerfully give permission to print
this testimonial, and If any 'doubting Thomas' writes mo
medicine in the
I will ' put him wfco ' to the best
cou ntry lo-- ay."
D. Matheson, Esq.

Do

11
WITH

the

Wonderful Cures; Reported

If an unkind word appears,
File the thing away.
If some novelty in jeers,
File the thing away.

Again Reminds You of the Superior

THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912.

at Silver City
at Silver City, Percy

swindled out of $4,541 by two alleged
confidence men who sold him $10,000
worth of supposed government bonds
which turned out to be worthless paper. The police are searching the
city for the men.

United States Steel Reaches Highest
Point Since September of
Last Year.

Wilson was elected mayor, and Jack- (Bj- Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
New York, i Y., April 4. United
son Agee, R. W. Gooding and W. P.
states Steel rose to 70 8 in the secThompson, councilmen. There was no
ond hour in Wall Street today, its
other ticket in the field.
best price since September of last
The movement,
year.
which later
Lumber
in
Camp.
Fatally Injured
Lancil Hargin, an employe of the spread to the independent companies,
was coincided with the sale of the $30,500,-00American
Lumber
Company,
of five per cent bonds recently isfatally injured near Sawyer by a log
rolling on him. He is 23 years old sued by the company. The tobacco
and was taken to the hospital at Al- shares continued their sensational advance in the second hour, the rise bebuquerque.
ing associated with the majority report of the United States Senate JudiSold Liquor Without Retail License.
Committee which practically
On the strength of testimony offer- ciary
ed by Fred Bowen before Justice of threw out the protest of the independthe Peace George R. Craig at Albu- ent dealers.
Bonds were firm.
querque, G. Toti, better known its
Business slack at midday by which
"Broncho'' Toti. was fined $50 ana
costs being found guilty of selling time transactions in United States
liquor in retail quantities without a steel amounted to about forty per
ctnt of the whole. Amalgamated copretail license.
per was the next most active feature
with Reading below Union Pacific and
Smuggling in Luna County.
Hermanas, Luna county, has an am- American Can., common.
Steel increased its gain to 71
munition smuggling scandal. Colonf
E. Z. Steever,
commander of the and the standard railway shares no
Northern Pacific,
Fourth cavalry, was informed Sunday tably, Reading,
that there was a shipment of ammu- Great Northern, preferred, and others
to Her- in the same class were taken up.
nition and arms consigned
He instructed Lieutenant
manas.
General Electric increased its gain
Hall, stationed at Columbus, to pro- and Westinghouse Electric rose two
ceed to Hermanas with a detail of points.
This
men and seize the shipment.
Amalgamated copper rose later to
was done Sunday and 6,000 rounds of S3. Transactions in U. S. steel beammunition and a case of rides were came less extensive, and trading in
taken possession of by the United general fell back with the approach of
States officers.
the final hour.
The market closed strong.
Various Causes for Divorce.
Little attention was paid to the
Objectionable pictures and litera- jump in call money to five per cent,
ture are foundation stones upon which ii being due in
part to the fact that
Mrs. Anna F. St reitenberger has based loans made today
carry over until
an application for divorce from WillMonday on account of the intervening
iam A. Streitenberger, whom she holiday.
charges with extreme and repeated
acts of cruelty. She says that her SAN DIEGO WILL NOT
husband was accustomed
to bring
HAVE INDUSTRIAL WORKERS
home such pictures and insist that
she look at them,
threatening to At Least Not the Kind That Mostly
strike her if she did not. The couple
Work Their Jaws Instead of
were married December 5, 1908. Mrs.
Their Hands.
Susie B. Ott has instituted divorce
D.
Ott, fBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
proceedings against Harry
proprietor of a cigar store at 538 FifSan Diego, Calif., April 4. With
teenth street, in which she accuses the
of
expulsion of thirty members
him of cruelty and habitual drunkenthe Industrial Workers of the World,
ness for the last year. They were from
this
and the announcement
married in 1904. That her husband that otherscity,
were to be deported, la
to
refused
speak to her for weeks at bor agitation was
temporarily stopped
a time except to tell her to go to
last night. A posse accompanied the
h 1, is the complaint made by Bermen to the city limits by train
tha Naomi Nies in a petition for di- thirty
and in automobiles and warned the
vorce from Ernest F. Nies. They
offenders not to return. Local prop
were married on May 5, 1909, and
erty holders appear to be determined
she accuses him of cruelty and
to keep the Militant Industrial Work
ers of the World out of this city. The
men were armed with rifles and carSPEAKER CLARK WITHDRAWS
rying blankets and provisions, estabIN NEW JERSEY. lished
a guard at the city boundary-las- t
night, to see that reinforcements
Out of Courtesy He Leaves Field Clear for the Industrial Workers did not
to Wilson in Home State of
slip through in the darkness.

WILSON CAMPAIGN BANK- RUPT FOURTH TIME.

7--

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL

STOCK

0

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

ALFALFA SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

is

45

R. J. CRICHTON

S

1

GOAS

'

Dawson,
Yankee,

Oakdale.

SAWED WOOD

"Teaar,

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

A

TO

All Parts of The World
and ,nconven,ence b7 Purchasing Weils
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

SIVf ftlOflPV
1UU11WJ

U. S.f

"OSS"

Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

y

j

J

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

s

J. R. CREATH,

139

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE,
--

AND

SIGN
PAINTING

and BraM

j fiJJAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence cards, etc. Orders taken for engraved and embossed work. Several lines to make
your selection

from.

Mayor James C. Dahlman, Omaha,
Nebr., often called the "Cow Boy
Mayor" writes of the benefit he derived from Foley Kidney Pills and
says, "I have taken Foley Kidney
Pills and they have given me a great
deal of relief, so I cheerfully recommend them."
For sale by all drug-

gists.

NOTICE FCR PUBLICATION.
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
Fe N. M.
Department of the Interior
United Stater Land Office.
Any person who desires to protest
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912. against the allowance of said proof,
Notice is hereby given that the foV or who knows of a'iy substantial realowing-nameclaimant has filed no son under the laws and regulations ot
tice ot bis Intention to make final the Interior Department why such
proof In support of his claim under proof should not be allowed will be
sections 16 and 17 of the act ot given an opportunity at the
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
time and place to cross-eamended by the act of February 21, amine the witnesses of said claimant,
1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that sold and to offer evidence in rebuttal
ji
proof will be ade before The Regis- that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ter and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on April 16, 1912, viz: Damian
OFFICE C. Q M , Chronicle BWf San Fran
Montoya, tor the tract lying In section
Cisco. Cal April 1. In : Sealed oroposiis wil
3, T. 17 K, R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
be received here until II a. m. May I, 1912. for
He names the following witnesses furnishing forar. and straw eared At posts
Western Division during fiscal year comto prove his actual continuous ad- in
mencing July 1, If 12. Information furn shell on
verse possession of said tract for aDDlic&tioD here or vo :'ost Wwutermasters.
at Seattle. Wash, Port
and
twenty yeaFs next preceding the Bur j land, Quartermaners
Ore., and Honolulu, H.T., and bid may be
Post
and Quarterreceived
by
Quartornmsiera
Tex of the township, viz: Rafael Mon. master, Honolulu H'T
' II a. m., Pacific
toya, Bernardo Romero, Francisco time, Muyi. 1912. F. Von SCBRADER, C. Q M.
d

above-mentione-

r

.

Latter.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Trenton, N. J., April 4. Speaker
Champ Clark, In a letter received today by Secretary of State Crater, withdraws his name from use on the ballot
in the New Jersey primary election to
choose delegates to the Democratic
Mr. Clark does
National convention.
not give any reason for his action, but
it is believed here his move was taken
as a courtesy to Governor Wilson.
The letter says: "I respectfully decline to allow my name to appear on
the presidential primary ballot as a
candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination in New Jersey. Kinffly
withdraw my name upon receipt of
this communication."
Governor Wilson's name will be
the only one on the Democratic pri
mary ballot, as no other petitions were
filed except those for Mr. Clark, and
Governor Wilson.

New Jersey Governor Says His Canvass Depends on Friends and
Their Brains.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, April 4. Governor Woodrow Wilson came to Washington today on h's way west anu
spent several hours in conference with
political managers, Senators and Congressmen. "Our campaign is one deand
their
pending upon friends
brains," said Governor Wilson. "We
have no money. Our campaign has
heen bankrupt four times, inclufling
the present. It is to confer with mj
friends in the two Houses of Congress
that I am- here." The New Jersey
governor departed later for Chicago.
ROOSEVELT

HEADQUARTERS
FOOLISH CHARGE.

MAKE

POLITICS AN0PQLIIIGIAN3

STENZEL ECZEMA LIPOID
Women Elect Entire Ticket
At Berino, Dona Ana county, the
women voters succeeded in electing
A clear white liquid for cleansing
three women to the school board. purifying and healing skin ajid scalp
Those chosen on Monday are: Mrs. S. oiseases.
G. Kilgore, Mrs. D. J. Jones and Mrs.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
Carl Price. At Anthony, the adjoin- cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
ing settlement, the women also took
an active Dart and to them J. R. Live- - the disease begins to disappear.
say' owes his election over R. C. j Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by FischAdams.
, er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If

Its Hardware We Have It

WHEN

P

:

:

Patronize home industry. nLeave orders

at

CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M. JONES,

WATER CO.

zltm

HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

LIFE, ACCIDENT,
AND FIDELITY

TWO WOMEN AND CHILD
KILLED IN WRECK.
Eighteen Others Injured in Crash of
Chicago & Alton Train Into
Street Car.
Ey Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., April 4. Three persons, including a woman and her one
year old child, were killed and 18
injured today, when a Chicago & Al
ton train crashed into a street car,
filled with passengers at South Keel-ziand West 37th street.
The third person killed, also was a
woman. Neither woman was identi

YOU CAN GET THE

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
AH Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

That Democrats Are Doing Delivered to your house.
Their Best to Have Taft NomKAUNE &

inated By Republicans.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, April 4. The
Roosevelt national headquarters, commenting today on the Wisconsin primary charge that "the Democrats are
doing everything they can to assist
in bringing about the renomination of
Mr. Taft, for the perfectly obvious
reason that they recognize in him the
man who would give them the least
trouble at the polls in November."

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Declare

BONDS.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or-

Or, Phone No. Red 76

fled.

Rain or Snow Predicted Cloudy
sky, rain or snow in northern New
Mexico, is the prediction for Good
Friday. The maximum temperature
in the shade yesterday was 59 degrees
and in the sun 79 degrees. The mini
mum last night was 38 degrees. The
relative humidity was down to 28 per
cent last evening.

TIRE PRICES

.Redui:cedl
EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 19th. 1912

At last year, MICHEUN was first "As Usual"
to giee tire users the benefit of reduced
prices.

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a Certain relief for Feverishness, Headache, Bad Stomach, Teetn- WOMAN THROWS RED PEPPER
INTO DEPUTY'S FACE. ing Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels and Destroy Worms. They
Martial Law is Declared in Two Sub- break up colds in 24 hours. They are
so pleasant to the taste Children like
urbs of Utica, N. Y., Because of
them.
Over
testimonials.
10,000
Strike Violence.
Used by Mothers for 22 years. They
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnn) never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
Utica, N. Y., April 4. Martial law Sample mailed FREE. Address, Al
was declared at New York mills and len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
at Yorkville, two suburban villages,
because of rioting in connection with
NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
the strike of employes of the New
York Mills Company.
EXPRESS LINE.
Two militia companies are on guard.
The strikers objected to attempts
50166
to run out the fabric in the looms and
keep up fires in the mills to comply Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
with the insurance requirements, and
maltreated deputies on guard. One
woman threw red pepper in the face
of one deputy, and she and six men
were arrested.

H. McGowan, 1218 W. 2nd St., Little Rock, Ark., says, "I suffered with
ARIZONA SOLONS RECONSIDER
WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE. severe pains across my back and the
kidney action was irregular and very
Yesterday Recommended Its Passage painful. After taking Foley Kidney
Pills for a few days the pain left my
and Today Change Their
back and the kidneys became normal.
Mind About It.
I can gladly recommend Foley Kidney
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Pills for I know they helped me."
Phoenix, Ariz., April 4. Many wo For sale by all druggists.
men crowded the galleries of the low
er house of the Arizona legislature PAID $4,541 FOR
WORTHLESS PAPER.
today and were disappointed when
that body decided to take up the equal
suffrage bill tomorrow instead of to- Proprietor of Dozen Shoe Shining
Parlors in New York, is
day. Heated arguments preceded the
roll call by which the motion to reSwindled.
consider yesterday's recommendation (By Special Lensed Wire to New Mexican)
that the bill should be passed was
Chicago, 111., April 4. Bella Bair-ella38 years old, and owner of half
carried by a vote of 21 to 14.
a dozen shoe shining shops, reported
to the police today that he had been

WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BEST GARDEN TOOLS
AND HARDWARE MADE.
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
GOOD
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.

Phone Black

JULIUS

COMPARISONS SHOWING SAVING
SIZE

ENVELOPES

32x3
34x4
36x4
37x5

NEW
PRICES

$25.85

$24.50
35.75
47.25
58.75

39.10
52.90
66.10

Gents' 'Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

PRICES

$ 6.25 $ 5.75

8.60
12.20
12.20

8.00
11.00
11.00

IN STOCK BY
C. W. ALEXANDER,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies7 and

INNER TUBES
NEW

FORMER
PRICES

THE SUPERIORITY. OF MICHEUN TIRES
IS RECOGNIZED ALL OVER THE WORLD

1

The Tailor

FORMER
PRICES

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 59c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Reams. Fare $5.00 round trio. Tumi
French Noodle Order fOc.
diss,
furnished commercial men to talc In

Kw

i

York Chop Suey 50c.

Wm. L. Cooy, Prop., the Bee Hive
Drug Store, Neihart, Mont., says the
Belt Canon running from Belt to Neihart is the most picturesque spot In
all Montana. He vrites, "I recommend Foley's Honej and Tar Compound to all my customers and am
never disappointed. It gives the best
results for coughs end colds of anything I sell." For jale by all druggists.
New Mexican

Wait

results every time.

Ads

.... ...ivuiiuni) Ml'n, mra
Station.

kmmmo

FOR SALE A lot or second nana
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting; one 12 horse power end one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, 3rst clas
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass ;J upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a 50 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these Items will be sold cheap
if taken at once. If interugte.l
adbrings dress the New Mexict Printing Company, Santa Fe, Nov Mexico.

THURSDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN. SANTA TZ,

APRIL 4, 1912.

THEIR DUTY.

DOING

EIGHTY-FIV- E
Are

Legislators

Scores of Santa Fe Readers
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys.
To filter tne Wood is the kidney's
duty.
When they fail to do this the kid- '
neys are sick.
Backache and most kidney ills follow.
Help the kidneys do their work.
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse our claim.
140 Canon
Manuel Delgado,
St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "The public statement I gave in praise of
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds
For four or five years I was
good.
subject to attacks of backache which
were so severe that I was unable to
I tried various remedies said
work.
to be cures for such troubles, but
nothing benefitted me until I used
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been permanent. My
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
has been gratifying that I gladly
recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

BILLS
fNTRQDUGE

j

Listen

not let this
opportunityfor
Do

true economy
pass you by.

BEFORE have
so abso

NEVER been

an act relating to the liability cf common carriers by railroad in this state
for injuries or death sustained by
their employes. Committee on

have used

much
painstaking thought in
the selection from large
lines
SPRING

life

Two of These Have Become
Laws Under Emergency
Clause
SEVERAL OTHERSALSO PASSED

Range of Subjects
ered hvJ MMnroC Tkot
.( U
Now Pending.
1

I

$25.00

two-fifth- s

"Stand-Patter.-

What

Good Fuel
Is to an Engine

GrapeNuts

s

.

-

;

CAPITAL

'.:!-.-

-

"There's

TAILORS

East Side of Plaza,

fcit

Comj-Battl-

THE

j

e

-

OF SANTA FE

e

n

"

BANK

NATIONAL

Skid-mor-

1

Hi

"hand-me-down-

FIRST

House Hill No. 21. by J. R.
Every woman's heart responds to
an not to determine certain
s.:its in courts outside of New .Mexico the charm and sweetness of a baby's
because nature intended her for
by residents of New Mexico in certain voice,
But even the loving
cases and providing for the recovery motherhood.
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
of damages from such residents by nature of a mother shrinks from the
IN NEW MEXICO.
such persons so sued. Committee on ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Railroads.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
House Bill No. 25, by James W. MulLoansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
saved much discomfort and suffering,
1122
of
Section
an
act
lens,
amending
personal and collateral security, buys and sells bonds and
their
and
systems, being thoroughly
the Compiled Iuvs of s:7. for the
are
this
by
remedy,
great
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and selis
prepared
purpose of defining the rights of
In a healthy condition to meet th9
domestic
and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
tillers with respect to the sale of time with
the least possible suffering
on Jmli- their products. Commit
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
Mother's
Friend is
and danger.
ciary.
recommended only for the relief and
liberal terms as are given by any
House Kill No. 2, by O. T. Toombs, comfort of expectant mothers; it is in
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conan act to authorize the reconsignmpnt no sense a remedy for various ills,
without charge to a new destination of but its many years ot success, anil
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
re-- :
of
cara
thousands
the
endorsements
common
forwarded
by
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
pioperty
rier and to provide for the treatment ceived from women who have used it
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistof the same as an original shipment, are a guarantee of the benefit to bo
ent
from
use.
derived
This
with sound banking.
its
of
remedy
and for the stopping ami unluodiiig
sim-- i
freight nt stations other than that des- does not accomplish wonders but
OFFICERS.
assists nature to perfect its work.
ignated in bill ot lading. Committee ply
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
R. J. PALE.N, President.
on Railroads.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
vents caking of
House Bill No. 27, by J. R.
F. McKANE. Assistant Cashier.
A.
L.
HUGHES,
the breasts, and
an act to prohibit the hiring out
of inmates of the state penitentiary or contributes
to
Mft
other penal institutions if the state strong,
healthy
PAID ON
Mother's Friend Is sold
o!' New Mexico and providing for their motherhood.
Write for our free
employment by the stare, alio provid- at drug stores.
book for expectant mothers.
ing for the repeal of all acts in con
flict herewith and penalty for the vio- - BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Ca.
lotion of this act.
with public elections.
Committee on
House Bill No. 28. by W. If. Chris-nwn- ,
Elections.
and
Privileges
an act for a proposed amend- Senate Bill No. tl, by W. M. McCoy,
mem of the constitution fur statewide
an
act defining legal fences and proon
Temperprohibition. Committee
viding for the establishment of fences
ance.
and fence1 districts and providing a
House Bill No. 29, by James W.
procedure for the recovery of dam-- '
for
the
act
payan
providing
Chaves,
by trespassing stock in such disages
of
the
of
and
ment
mileage
per diem
Committee on Judiciary.
tricts.
lieutenant governor and members of
Senate Bill No. 7, by .1. F. MinkK
IS YOUR PROPERTY FLLLY PROTECTED ?
the legislature, appropriating
an act providing tor the government
10. This has become law.
of certain cities by a commission.
House Bill No. 30. by Bias Sanchez, Committee on
Judiciary,
of
an act to enjoin and abate houses
Senate Bill No. 8, by W. B. Walton,
lewdness, assignation and prostitution, an act to secure
the purity of the
to declare the same to be nuisances,
election of judges. Committee on Juto enjoin the person or persons who
conduct or maintain the same and the diciary.
Senate Bill No. 0, by Isaac Barth,
owner or agent of any building used
SANTA FE, N. M.
an act to enable cities and towns to
GENERAL AGENTS.
for such purposes.
under
the commission
incorporate
M.
H.
No.
Bill
House
31, by
Gage, form of
government and authorizing
for the creation of the county of Hiu-klincorporated towns to
Counties and county lines.
under this act. Committee on JudiHouse Bill No. 32, by W. E. Rogers,
ciary.
an. act defining an artesian well and
Senate Bill No. 10. by Isaac Barth,
to regulate the same, and the use of an act
relating to primary election,
constorage, reservoirs and ditches
and
providing for the organization
AND
nected therewith and to prevent the government of political
parties. ComComwaters.
of
subterranean
waste
mittee on Judiciary.
mittee on Irrigation and Drainoge.
Senate Bill No. II, by W. B. WalHouse Bill No. 33, by J. R. Skidmore, ton, an act relative to the publication
Now L'nder the Same Managemen
an act providing that legal voters in of legal notices, regulating the price
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the state of New Mexico whose occu- to be charged for publications. Comvote mittee on
pation is such that they cannot
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
Judiciary.
in the precinct in which they are regSenate Bill No. 12 by William
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
istered may vote eHewhere in the
fixing the time for holding court
Committee
in the Third Judicial District. 'Passed
slate as herein provided.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
on State Affairs.
under suspension of the rules.
Senale Bill No. i:i. by T. .1. Maury,
House Bill No. 34, by Thomas F.
Cooney. an act to provide the manner an a(.t jor tjve promotion of education
of
in which and place where the death an(j providing tor the selection
penalty may be inflicted. Committee stll(jents from the several counties foi XBW nmmrmrVMMmimmmimum
the several state institutions of learn- on Judiciary.
by P. R. Carter, jngj tne selections to be made by the
House Rill No.
on act to define lobDyiug ami I"""" several boards ot county commissionCommittee
and county superintendents. Coin- ing punishment therefor.
mittee on i'.ducatton.
on Rules.
8
Senate Bill No. 14, by A. .T. Evans,
House Bill No. ?,fi, by Thomas F.
ap- - an act prohibiting
nepotism.
Cooney. an act providing for the
of damage committed by mittee on Judiciary,
Senate Bill No. 15, by B. F. Pankey.
animals of known owners upon culti- Coman act in relation to brands. Com
vated fields and fenced land.
tee on Livestock.
on Livestock.
j
ASTER is
Senate Bill No. 1G, by B. F. Pankey,
House Bill No. ST. by Bias Sanchez,
com-o- f
an act to prevent the running at large- an act with reference to officers
of Live- mining females to state institutions.
hogs and swine. Committee
on Judiciary.
j Committee
gtocj.
Mill-Senate Bill No. 17, by B. F. Pankey,
House Bill No. f.S, hy James W.
an act to prohibit the use of the com-- ,
up---g- et
lens an act to authorize incorporated
iHes and villages to construct mon drinking cup, glass or other utenu iui iim-- uhuiwub inuijunes jm
im
nermanent street improvements
railroad
trains and stations. Committhe
cost
of
against
.,,.,,! nnrt the
on Judiciary.
owners of property abutting upon sucn ire
Senate Bill No. IS, by B. F. Pankey
improvements and their property
or an act relating to kidnapping and ab.... ;
Vni nu'tlPl'S
f
of
railways
"
BauiBi
riitcHnn
,5..,,ii
Committee on Judiciary.
street railways. ('nmmiuee un r aunv.
Senate Bill No. 19, by B. F. Pankey,
Property.
i. n x Toombs, an act reiaung to oounues on wnu
outHouse Bill No. ;io,
of
annua s
ttee on LivesUK-the
power of incorto
a act relating
o
triune mil imj. tr, uy n. r, itiimt",,
Commit
porated towns and villages.
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Although the first few weens of the
legislative session were occupied .villi
preliminary organization and the Senatorial election, yet, a good deal of
work was accomplished.
Almost a
hundred bills were introduced in both
houses, forty of them in the lower
so
before
house, and two of these measures have
already become laws. The following
list of bills introduced in the House up
States.
to Thursday afternoon, three o'clock.
Remember the name Doan's and April 4, covers a wide range of subof
AND take no other.
a
jects and includes a number of complete codes that it must have taken
SUITINGS.
SUMMER
much time and care to prepare:
LEElSLftTlVEPOINTERS
House Bill Xo. 1, by V. H. Chris-man- ,
an act appropriating the sum of
of
New
To the People of the State
$25,000 for the replacing of bridges in
Mexico.
San Juan county. New Mexico. ComThe message of His Excellency Govmittee on Finance.
ernor John Joerns, first Republican
House Bill No. 2, by It. I,. Baca, an
be
read
will
of
New Mexico,
governor
act. to provide for the paving of cerof
New
i.nil proclaimed to the people
tain streets of the seat of government
Mexico, at a regular session of the of the state of New Mexico. Commitof RepreYhhd Legislative House
tee of Finance.
sentatives, which will be held in the
House Bill No. 2. by Bias Sanchez,
on
hall
of
House
Representatives
an act to repeal chapters 13 and 70,
Tuesday the 8th, of April, A. D., 1012,
at S o'clock p. m. And at the above Laws of the 3Sth Legislative Assemsession the first ballot for two 1'nited bly, entitled "An Act Defining a LawStares Senators for the State of New ful Fence," also "An Act Providing for
Mexico will also be taken. All are the Fencing of Gardens and Farms
and providing for the recovery of damcordially invited to attend.
ages in case of the same being tresCommitpassed upon by livestock."
Third House Special Session.
on
tee
Judiciary.
The House was called to order with
House Bill No. 4, by R. L. Baca, an
the Speaker in the chair at 3:20 p. ni.
This being a special session to re- act to provide for the building of an
ceive the report of the committee on addition to the Capitol and to authorrules and to elect a governor, the ize an issue of bonds to provide funds
following was the order of business: therefor. Committee on Finance.
House Bill No. 5. by W. H. H. LlewRoll call, prayer and suspension of
the reading of the journal until the ellyn, an act defining the eligibility,
next meeting.
duties, powers and salary of inspector
on of mines and promoting the mining inThe report of the committee
rules was received and after proper dustry of New Mex'co, etc., and pro
of
amendments to the same were adopt-e- a viding an annual appropriation
on
Committee
it was ordered published.
therefor.
$10,000
D. Ortega having absented himself Mines.
from the House without the consent
House Bill No. G, by W. H. H. Llewof the Speaker, a committee of three ellyn, an act for fixing the time for
was appointed by the chair to summon the holding of the terms of district
the gentleman to his post. The com- court in the Third (Las Cruces) Judimittee being discharged after per cial district. Passed both houses.
forming its duties, the chair asked
House Bill No. 7, by O. T. Toombs,
suit Mr. Ortega to give his reasons why-h- an act
"Why buy a
providing for the exemption of
was not present at the regular certain
property from attachment or
made in New York sweat shops six hour.
Thereupon, Mr. Ortega ex- execution.
Committee on Judiciary.
months before the latest style plates plained that personal matters kept
House Bill No. S by John B. Burg,
him so busy that he was unable to
by request, n act to regulate the trafare published, when you can get a attend as a member, and he further fic of intoxlcaung liquors. Commitasked that his resignation be acceptsuit made to your special order and ed as a member of the House. By a tee on Liquor Traffic. J. W.
Mullens,
House Bill No. 9, by
vote of 13 to 2 the resignation was an
act relating to the inspection of
shape in our store right here. Bring turned down. In the meantime,
it bees and creating the office of county
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00 '.was noticed, that Hon. D. Ortega had inspector of bees and apiaries, to protaken French leave from the House,
vide for the prevention and spread of
suit and we will duplicate it
whereupon Mr. Fish of Colfax coun-- l bee diseases and penalties for failure
jty, moved that a committee of five to obey the provisions of this act.
to be known as an investigation com
on Agriculture, and Manumittee be appointed by the chair to Committee
factures.
FOR
look into the matter and report their
House Bill No. 10, by J. W. Chavez,
findings at the special session to be
crime of perjury
held Wednesday at 3 p. m. The com- an act defining the
therefore.
and
punishment
prescribing
mittee consisted of the following:
now law.
and
Ask what kind of tailors we are of Will
governor
by
Signed
Lapoint, chairman: C. Lucero,
House Bill No. 11. by O. T. Toombs,
those who have already patronized A. Clancy, L. Fish and E. Salazar.
school at
Nominations for governor being in nr act creating a normal
mill
a
providing
Clayton,
order
were
the
will
be
nominated:
sure you
following
us, and then
get
Committee
for
the
tax
purpose.
levy
Hon. John Joerns and Hon. Lynn Fish.
Mr. Fish having withdrawn in favor on Public Institutions.
something nobby for your money.
House Bill No. 12, by John B. Burg,
of Mr. Joerns the election of the lat
ter was made unanimous.
On mo an act for the promotion of education
tion of Hon. V. XTlibarri a committee in New Mexico. Committee on Eduof three was appointed to escort His cation.
House Bill No. 13, by John B. Burg,
Excellency, Governor John Joerns to
a place beside the
Speaker. . Then' an act relative to the form and executhe governor In very eloquent terms tion of cost bonds. Committee on Jumade a short address outlining
his diciary.
policies, and for the benefit of the
House Bill No. 14, by G. W. Tripp,
House announced
that he was a an act to provide for the punishment
"
A committee of three of
any person who drinks any intoxwas then appointed by the chair to esor who is intoxicated
cort the governor to his chambers. icating liquor,
in or upon railroad passenger cars in
The House then adjourned until 3 p.
use for the transportation of passenm. Wednesday.
gers, or in or about any railroad station, depot or platform and for railroad conductors to make arrests therefor. Committee on Railroads.
House iill No. 15, by J. R. Skidmore,
an act relating to employes and providing that they have two hours time
from the employment in which to vote
and that there shall be no deduction
from their wages for said two hours
Right food is to the body
and providing against intimidation.
the source of vital energy.
Committee on State Affairs.
House Bill No. 16. by A. S. Good-el- l,
an act for the issuing and service
o? summons, subpoena and other process by the corporation Commission.
Committee on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 17, by A. S. Goodell,
's a good food in every sense
by request, an act to regulate the pracof the word
tice of medicine and osteopathy. Com
.1
It is made from '
mittee on Judiciary.
food grains
w
House Bill No. IS, by John B. Burg,
d
;
LADIES, do not forget that
regulate pracbarley; is perfec
I; an act to prescribe and
tice and procedure In civil causes in
partially
digest
pre
r,
we will have our COMPLETE STOCK
quick assimilation
a courts of record. Committee on Judiflavour-Besideciary.
fine
)F SPRING AND SUMMER MATERHouse Bill No. 19, by J. W. Chavez,
ri
being
f an act providing for the transfer of
IALS on display.
Come in and in..
v.elements
building
is causes from the State Corporation
the Phosphate
u.ih Commission to the Supreme Court and
Here you get something
spect them.
:h
(grown in the gi o
Commitprescribing the Procedure.
different from the ordinary.
Nature specially
vt tee on Judiciary.
v lr
House Bill No. 20, by Bias Sanchez,
in
rebuilding the tis k
brain and nerves : 1 v. ;h an act in reference to the managesupervision of the
can only be suppl ;ri i
jh ment, control and
state library. Committee on Judidaily foodciary.
House Bill No. 21, by G. W. Tripp,
an act to provide for the procedure bea I
,
fore the State Corporation Commission. Committee on Judiciary.
for
House Bill No. 22, by J. R. Skidmore, an act to safeguard the travelu'
Grape-tliing public and employes upon railroads by limiting the hours of service
o! employes thereon. ' Committee on
Postum Cereal
Railroads.
Creek
Door to rst National Bank Bldg.
House Bill No. 23, by P. E. Carter,

lutely determined to gain
your patronage, and never
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How About That Fire Insurance?

:

Then Act!

Think About it!

j

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

THE PALACE

THE MONTEZUMA

j

-

HOTELS

y,

Proprietor

IFOGTW EAR

e

the

time most men
and wo men

t7

1

their
Pink
new Spring Things to
wear.

-

au

SHOES

j

are a part the
fit and not the least
important, and we are
ready to supply the

j

tCHou8? BiU

No . 4ft

associations certain corporations and
subjecting them to the same obliga- -

bv. Conrad Hilton,

by request, an act autho"7s
suance of state
p n
for the paym
with ne
lance
comp
in
thereon
cipal
of Article Nine ot tne
Constitution and Designation ot Ag
ency to assist tnerem.
Finance.
Senate Bills.
tn
The bills thus far introduced
.
the Senate are as ioiio
Senate BiU No. 1, by Squire Ma"T
ot the con;
providing for amendment
.
stitution to eliminaie uie

tions.

f.i0J

Committee

Senate Bill

on Insurance,

No. 21. by T. D. Burns,

a,,,, and the
maintmance of a

establish-requirement-

choicest and best.
Whether it is Swagger
Short Vamp, Ties, Oxfords,

s

s(ate fish

hntchpry and (he erection of a cottage
for the superintendent thereof in the
county of Rio Arriba, appropriating
$5,000. Committee on Finance.
senate Bill No. 22, Dy h. b. Holt, an
act dennjng tne crime of perjury and
therefore,
pl.scriuing punishment
Committee on Judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 23. by J. F. Hinkle,
Passed under suspen- an act giving to the electors in munision of the rules.
by
cipalities the right to determine
Senate Rill No. 2, by J. F. Hinkle, vrita TX'Yinihai tha l.Q t.ai' cola cm fl cv.
thu
chan'gfi of jntoxicating 'liquors shall
an act fixing the time for holding
court in
jbg pl.ohii)ife(j therein. Committee on
regular terms of the district
the Fifth Judicial District. i.imu"
Municipal Corporations.
on Judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 24, by H. B. Holt, an
A.
J.
Evans,
Senate Bill No. 3. by
act prohibiting the drinking of intoxi
an act to regulate the manufacture, cating liquor upon railroad, interur-baand
or street cars, or in or about any
storage and sale of explosives,
ot
providing penalties for violations
railroad station or platform, preserib- on
omie
this act. Commute
inK penalty for so doing, authorizing
Senate Bill No. 4, by T. D. Bu,"ns railroad conductors to arrest violators
atan act in reference to brioery,
of its provisions, requiring railroad
tempts to bribe and offers to accept companies to post copies and prescribbribe. Committee on Judiciary.
ing penalty for failure so to do. Comby W. B. Wal- mittee on Railroads.
Senate Bill No.
ton, an act to restrain, suppress and
Senate Bill No. 2.", by V. B. Walpunish corrupt practices in connection ton, an act providing for the depositing of county funds and the payment
HOW'S THIS?
of interest on county funds. CommitWe offer One Hundred Dollars Re- tee on Finance.
ward for any case of Catarrh that canSenate Bill No. 26, by AV. B. Walnot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. ton, an act to amend
section 2 of
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Chapter 22, Laws 3Sth Legislative AsWe, the undersigned, have known F. sembly relating to oath to be filed by
J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and
district attorneys. Committee on Ju- him perfectly honorable in all dietary.
business transactions and financially
Senate Bill No. 27, by Boleslo Roable to carry out any obligations made mero, an act to provide funds and
making appropriations for the payby his firm.
ment of the district judge and the
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. clerk of the district court of the SevHall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- enth Judicial District. Committee on
nally, acting directly upon the blood Judiciary.
Senate Bill No. 30, by A. J. Evans,
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents pn act creating the offense of panderthe
ing and to define and prohibit
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Contiued on Page Six. li3r
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Pumps, Colonials, or Slippers
that please smart dressers or
the conservative man or woman. Styles that never wane

HAVE THEM

ALL

i

HERE DEPENDABLE IN QUALITY, PERFECT IN FIT, WITH
MORE VALUES FOR EVERY DOLLAR YOU
SPEND THAN ANY OTHER STORE IN TOWN.
YOU WILL FIND

SHOES

9
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

Sehn 9fli

See
Our

indott
Display
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.

Take LAXATIVK BROMO Quinine
Tablets.
Druggists refund money if
i: fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

And by Appointment
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Office jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
2 Hi i p.
Evenitgs.
Phone Black 47.

Chas. R. Easley
Chaa. F. Easiey.
EASLEY & EASLPY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tb courts and befori
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estas
cia, N. M- -

Fraternal Societies

ROADS

a

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
MASONIC.
Oldest Daily in the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
Montezuma
Lodgi
ADVOCATES
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
No. 1. A.. F. & A. AJ
erty has been done. Many manufacMakes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
Regular commun;
turing plants in 8,000 acres of the flood
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
cation first Monda?
have been
inundated.
territory,
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
of each month ai
Two residence sections are flooded, Opening Session of the As'
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50 but the greater part of the city is safe.
Masonic
Hall
H. L. ORTIZ,
sociation
the Capitol
a Year.
7.30.
Provisions and tents reached HickAttorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
man this afternoon.
Last Evening
Practicing before all the courts it RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR:
CHAS. E. UNNE'V. Secretary.
Editor and President.
Vice President.
the Territory.
Government Forecasts Save Lives.
AVE
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Santa Fe
Nevr Mexlec
On the Missouri side of the Missis-220 Red
Phone,
Secretary-TreasureSanta
Fe
General Manager.
Ne
Chapter
L B. PRINCE PRESIDED
sippi, opposite the Hickman Flood terWEST SIDE PLAZA
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
R. A. M. Regulai
t,
OFIFCE,
thousands
of
acres
of
fertile
ritory,
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoffice!
ec onc
Public Stenographer
convocation
fields are under water and. hundreds
v
Phone, 237 Black j
Santa Fe, N. M. ,.' :;';:?
Monday of each, nioatl
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Sellers Advocates
The levees Mayor-Elec- t
Daily, six months, by mall
$3.50 of persons are homeless.
" at Masonic
Rooms
11
12
and
.a
Block
Hall,
south of
Laughlin
.25 Weeki
OFFICE HOURS 1 to-- P. M- Daily; per week by carrier
a State Bond Issue of
Bix lronths
1M with the Memphis are holding, but
7:30 p. tn.
V' Phone Red 162.
.,
, T,
75
Mississippi expanding every
Dally, per month, by carrier
2
A.
CHAS.
00 hour, the menace is
$1,000,000.
WHEELON,
65 Ueekly rer year
Daily,
by mall
... A MOTHER'S CARE.
increasing.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER50
Conservative estimates of the damJ.OO wekly. per quarter
A careful mother will not give her
Daily, per year, by mail."
ARTHUR
SEUGMAK,
TISE?
The
Secretary.
Mexico
delegates to the New
child a medicine without, knowing it
age so far, place the losses at $2,000,-0U'
Tell your story to
and more. At every river point, Good Roads Congress met last eveis pure, contains no opiates, and has
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Santa Fe Commander)
2,000,000
Readers or
the flood stage sets a new record.
ning in the Hall of Representatives
healing and curative qualities. Such
The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico! It is sent to
No. l, K. T. Regulaj
Twelve Dollars.
The tremendous value of the gov- in the capitol. Governor L. Bradford
a medicine is Foley's Honey and Tar
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation ernment forecast has been illustrated. Prince, president of the New Mexico
conclave fourth Mon We will place your
advertise- Compound for croup, whooping cough,
among the intelligent and progressiv e people of the Southwest
day in each month ai ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sun- bronchitis, and all affections of the
While hunureds of homes have been Good Roads Association, called the
Masonic Hs.Il at 7: St day issue, for $12 per insertion. De- throat, chest, and lungs. Best and
inundated or swept away, the hie loss meeting to order. r Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca extended the wel
p. m.
so far stands at only eight.
.... safest for children and grown
perscriptive circular FREE
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
come of the state executive to the
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING sons. Contains no opiates. For sale-bHigh Water in Montana.
V7. E.
on
of
C.
Governor
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
W.
behalf
all druggists.
AGENCY,
Lewistown, Mont., April 4. Spring delegates
Taos, New Mexico.
which flows through this town, McDonald who was absent at his
Creek,
NO DOCTORS' TRUST.
decide whom they desire to have
ranch. Acting Mayor of Santa
Santa Fe ztoige
is out of its banks, and .as carried
Fe Thomas P. Gable delivered an adIf any school of physicians wishes elected Senator and thus cut off all
Perfection No. l, 14U
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
man
of
One
number
a
away
bridges.
the law to prescribe rigid qualifica- - criticism and
the
degree. Ancient and At
Dentist
was drowned today. High water is re- dress of welcome and extended
S. C. White Leghorns, 13
freedom
of
s, $1.00
the city to the good roads
tions before granting a license to
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store,
cepted Scottish Rite o
ported
county.
throughout
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city last evening and registered at and crews are operating on a short Spelter firm 6.(10.
the Palace.
Grain and Provisions.
tj:re basis.
E. V. Deuel, division superintend- in wages in the
Chicago, 111., April 4. Wheat .May,
"The total
ent of the Denver & Rio Grande rail- - transportation and shop departments 1(13
HONEST PRICES
July, 90
Agent for the ROYAL TAILORS.
Corn May, 70
fi'
road, returned to his headquarters in an(i jn the offices, is a targe sum
July, "5
Alamosa yesterday.
Oats May 55
July, 50
monthly, exclusive of the curtailment
Pork May, 17.17
Miss Enriquetta D'Aguero, teacher in improvements,
and betterments,
Lard May. 9.S7
in the schools at Canoncito, is in the The duration of the present suspen-cu- y
to 9.S7
Itibs May, 7.97
making final report of the clos- - sion of work, at the mines still is in
Wool.
ing of her school term.
doubt and therefore it is impossible to
St. Louis. .Mo., April
Miss Tiburcita Gonzales, teacher in predict win u the. 'uilroad employes
4. Wool,
the schools at La Cienega, is in the will be called bark to their work."
steady. Territory and western medicity making her final report to the Strike Breaker's House Dynamited. ums, lijfflSc; fine mediums, 15ft 17c;
county school superintendent.
Pa., April 4. The fine, 111 fj 15c.
Philadelphia,
We have the FASHIONABLE DRESSES
The Rev. H. M. Shields, good roads home of an engineer employed in a
Kansas City.
and COAT5 for the season. Come in and
Kansas City, Mo., April 4. Cattle-Rece- ipts,
delegate and county commissioner of colliery at Trevorton was dynamited
Colfax county, is a visitor in the city today and partly wrecked. Xo one
3(H)
south3,500, including
look them over. An immense line of fine
and is stopping at the Palace.
The colliery has been erns. Market steady to strong, 25c
was injured.
EMBROIDERIES. Our GINGHAMS can-no- t
r,
Miss Julia D'Aguero, teacher in the shipping a small quantity
of cei higher than Monday. Native steers.
schools at Cow Springs,
be beat anywhere.
southern since the suspension began. A mile $0.011 S.50; southern steers, $5. COW
it
Santa Fe county, is in the city visit- west of Treverton the Reading rail- 7.50; southern cows and heifers, $3.50
ing with her parents on Cerrillos road. way tracks were dynamited, but little fi5. 75; native cows and heifers, $3.50
T. B. Schwentker,
the insurance damage was done. The colliery now ft 7.10; stockers and feeders, $4.50ff
DRY
man of Albuquerque,
GO. iff
ADOLF
and Mrs. is not in operation.
0.75; bulls, $4.25(fi 5.75; calves, $4.75'f)
Schwentker, arrived in the city last
Pittsburg, Pa., April 4 Wild dis- P.00; western steers, $5. 75'S. 00; westA
evening and registered at the Palace. order prevailed when Chairman John ern cows, $3.50 6.00.
K. b. Foote. of the Foote Company
Fagan one of the tellers who counted
Market
S.000.
Hogs Receipts,
of Albuquerque, who is starting a the votes cast in the election of disBulk of sales,
steady to 5c lower.
t
branch store here, arrived in the city
No. j o the .Mine Workers of $7.GO(&7.90;
heavy, $7.85S 8.00; packlast evening and is stopping at the j America, attempted to read his
ers ana butchers, $7. 70ft 7.95; lights,
port at an adjourned session today. $7.50fr7.75; pigs, $5.50C.50.
WITHIN CITY LIMITS and
E.
H.
Salazar, register of the. Friends of Michael Halepy shouted
Sheep Receipts, 7,000. .Market 10c
ACRE
TRACT
United States land office at Ft. Sum-- J themselves hoarse to drown Fagan'3
on one of the best
situated
Colorado lambs, $8.00; mutner, spent last night in the city on 'voice and the meeting did not know higher.
residence streets. Good six
$6.G0S8.00;
tons,
lambs,
$4.50(&6.35;
his way to Santa Fe, where he goes the result until the chairman signalled
fed wethers
and yearlings,
$5.00W
room house and other improvements.
City water in dwellto look in on the legislature. Albu- - the president, Francis Feehan, to take
7.15; fed ewes , $3.00gG.OO.
Land is at present in alfalfa. This will make an ideal
querque Morning Journal.
the chair, indicating that he had been
ing.
Chicago.
Charles V. Safford, former territorihome for anyone, but is an EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Chicago, 111., April 4. Cattle Real traveling auditor and later cashier
for the one who desires to raise chickens, keep a cow or two
ceipts, 4,000. Market strong, generally
of the Bank of Commerce of this city, 50,000 BRITISH COAL
Texas
$5.30 8.05;
or do truck gardening. Ask us, if interested, for terms.
has left for Washington, where it is
MINERS RESUME WORK. steady, ueeves,
steers, $4.605.90; western steers,
understood he will take up his duties
as private secretary to Senator A. B. Unexpectedly Large Majority How- $5.55 6.85; stockers and feeders, $4.25
$2.50&6.75;
6.00; cows and heifers,
Fall. Albuquerque Herald.
ever Voted Against Terminating
calves,
$5.75S.50.
.
E. J. Renahan left the city last eve
Strike at This Time.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Market
17,000.
Hogs Receipts,
ning for Salt Lake City, Utah, to suand
$7.55T7.95;
steady. Light,
perintend the construction of a power I Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican ) quiet
London, April 4. The JJiners Fed- mixed, $7.05!J S.00; heavy, v7.70(&8.ti;
eration, after a long conference today, rough,of $7.707.80; pigs, $5.257.50;
sales, $7.757.95.
decided to advise all the miners to re- bulk
as
Market
Sheep receipts, 17,000.
sume
work.
Vacuum
Treatment.
Chiropody,
western,
JiST RECEIVED, A CARLOAD
steady. Native, $4.400.50;
Many Miners Return to Work.
$5.757.00;
yearlings,
$4.507.00;
4.
of
The
decision
London, April
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
OF NEW FURNITURE
lambs Native, $5.C57.S0; western,
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, the executive committee of the Minfacial lines, absolutely removed. All ers' Federation is the first step to- $6.258.20.
ward officially terminating the nationkinds of hair work done.
In it we have a Full
al coal strike, and a national conferMRS. R. LOPEZ,
Selection of the
ence
called
for
of
whole
the
343 San Francisco St.
Saturday
Phone 5075
now
federation
will have to decide
The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
whether the advice of the executive
...ON...
committee shall be adopted. A surdisplay and step in the store and see the full
prise awaited the executive committee
H.
KAUNE
CO. of
assortment. It will do you good.
the Miners Federation when scrutinizing the ballots of the miners. The
an unexpectedly
figures disclosed
AND
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
large majority of 43,000 against the refor
of
work
out
a
of
vote
sumption
total
of 445,000. The members of the exFOR TWO WEEKS AT
ecutive committee finally decided that
USE
s
as a
majority of the miners had been requested to declare the
Southeast of Plaza.
s
strike, a
majority also was
to
continue
it.
therenecessary
They
fore resolved, to advise the miners
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
to resume work and to summon a
C.
ARE OVER.
conference when the recommendation
of the executive will be considered. In
Flour quality varies ac- Egg'' for
the .meanwhile many miners in vari
cording to wheat quality.
ous coal districts, without
waiting
C.
Poor wheat mean.6 poor
the decision of their leaders, have reflour, poor flour means
turned to the pits. Fully 50,000 miners went down the shafts today.
poor bread. The gluten
Season.
MAMMOTH PEK1N DUCKS
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
in hard .wheat is the eleEnd is in Sight.
ment that makes the
London, April 4. Indications point
Eggs
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
to the adoption of the executive comPhone. Black 204.
bread raise. Hard wheat
mittee's recommendations by the full
is rich in gluten that's
conference of the delegations of the
why it's hard. The more
Miners Federation on Saturday and
conthe
wheat
gluten
OHAS. A. WHEELON,
the coal strike generally is regarded
tains the less flour you
as ended.
Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.
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complete stock

New Embroideries,

I
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Business

our

Beedinfs

trimmed

large display

hats, patterns, shapes,

Your Patronage Solicited
.

6. LAUGHLIN, President

'

-

1

W. E. GRIFFIN

4

MRS. W.

H. F.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1856.

Incorporated

1903.

Flouncings

just arrived and

a

display

very great variety
new patterns and prices.
are bought
These
rect from the importer at
the right prices, and
assure
great care and pains to

j

Glo-riet-

nd

have
!N are

a

Established

FIVE

secure dependable

chandise.

j

SILK FOULARDS AND MESSAL1NES

in all the new shades.

th e

All

LATEST MATERIALS IN WHITE
GOODS
FOR WAISTS AND

DRESSES

All-Ove-

MARKET REPORT

Wil-Iar-

ONE-PIEC-

4

$4.00 to $15.00

post-offic- e

FOR THE MEN
We have the Celebrated SOPHOMORE SUITS, snappy and

..

,.

up-to-d-

......

..

New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great

ate

..

g

,

Prices; $15.00 to $25.00

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

8

SMI US.
P.

1

l

O. Box, 219.

:

:

COMPANY,
Phone 36.

Glorieta Battle Field
r

I CAD

C 160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
in center of Old Glorieta Battle
jjl
Field. About 30 acres under
I cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
$ Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.
C

A

j
I rUl OlLC

I

O.C.WATSON &ca
SURETY

INSURANCE,

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

Spring Is Wit h Us

THREE

JOSEPH

Children's Wash

Dresses !

Every child should have several of these beautiful
Wash Dresses.
The assortment is especially
large, and all the latest Spring and Summer Patterns. Dresses of Ginghams and Pe reals, made
high and low collars, round or square Dutch neck
effects. A variety of stripes, plaids, checks and
AH full
polka dot designs, effectively trimmed.
sizes from 2 to 14 years.
COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

JULIUS H. GERDES.

Manicuring,

IE

YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HERE

The Best of Everything

at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
.Every Description. Silverware, Cut Glass, Deco-- "
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

Reliable :

m h.

.

C. YONTZ, '"SIS'

IHULLI6AN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

66-6-

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.

:

Next Door to Postoffice,

Why

Especially Low Prices

::

::

::

Work-Quic-

k

Boss Patent Flour

!

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

MISS A. MUGLER,

two-third-

two-third-

S.

Buff Orpingtons
Hatching.

$1.50 H3 Eggs

McCONVERY!

JAMES

their

for Hatching

$2.00

have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and
better treatment of your
digestive organs. :: ::

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

PROVISIONS OF IRISH
HOME RULE MEASURE.
It Will Be Introduced in Parliament
By Premier Asquith, on Next
Thursday.

r

EGGS

S;

KAUNE & CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
" "for Safe
Quality.

When You Want Any

RETAIL

AIS D

Screened

or Furniture Repaired,

CERR1LL08

THE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Sawed Wood

rTAEZTDA8

..VES?.

Telephone

nd Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

HACK SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S

HACK LINE.

Lump

Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.i

65

FIRST-CLAS- S

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Oak or Maple Floor Laid,

Mission Furniture Made
(By Special Leased Wire 10 New Mexican)
to Order, Screen Doors or
London, April 4. According to an
evening paper, which quotes an unWindows, Glazing Done,
named Nationalist member of Parliaor any General House Rement, as authority, the Irish home rule
pairing, Tar and Gravel
bill, to be introduced by Premier AsRoofing, see
quith, in the House of Commons,
April 11, will provide for an Irish parliament, to consist of two houses,
which will sit at Dublin. Forty Irish
members will be sent to the House of
CARPENTER
Commons
at Westminster. Other
provisions are:
Shop Opposite Montezuma Hotel.
"Ireland VU1 make no direct cottri-butioALSO AGENT FOR THE
to the imperial revenue.'
"The customs and excise of Ireland BufCll Awtling, the BiStAwnillf Made
n

WHOLESALE

Goal

MANSFIELD

NEW MEXICO.

Returns

Tailored Hats
and Flowers

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.

H.
Accurate

5

Grape Fruit, Apples.

Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Massaging,

Grapes, Oranges,

TAUPERi;

MANAGER,

HAYVVARD,

GUM FURNITURE

Wait ?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

B.

I STRICTLY NEW

S.

WE L R Y

GOODS

SELIGMAN

:::

Buggies and Saddle HorsesTHEODORE C0RRICK,

J?

Prop'r
'

Phone Black 132.

-

1
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Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy,
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and
beautiful as a young girl's after a Danderine
hair cleanse. Just try this moisten a cloth
with a little Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking oue small strand
at a time. This will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt and excessive oil and in just a few
moments you have doubled the beauty of

to
140
...

U' 10

a 6u

.,

fa

If you Wish to Double the Beauty
of your Hair in Ten Minutes surely
Try a Danderine Hair Cleanse

31

12

amjpmpm05

.L,v

G

5 28
45

f

(Read Up)
2

Thninp,.i
MeluiMie
Cunnintfhum
Clifton HoudoN.M
Ar .... Katon, N. M

76
82

........

-

(.'ttpullu
Vigil

tit

0j

191-

Lv.. l)es Moines. N. H...Ar
Hunmldo
bedmau

0
4

40

!t!.

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

NEW MEXICO

STATION'S

ig
9

8
8
8
7

12
65
20
02
45

am

A LITTLE DANDERINE WILL
MAKE YOUR HAIR LUSTROUS,

S.

THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 1912.
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(Confined

From Page Three.)

AFTER LONG

same.

Committee
Senate Bill No. 33, by W. M. McCoy,
an act to enjoin and abate houses of
lawlessness and assignation and pros- titution, to declare the same to be
or These Two Women's Health
nuisances, to enjoin the person
persons who conduct or maintain the Restored by Lydia E. Pink-ham-'s
same and the owner or agent of any
Vegetable Combuilding used for such purposes. Compound Read Their
mittee on Judiciary.
Own Statements.
Senate Bill Xo. 34, by Juan Navarro, an act to repeal Chapter 70 of the
" Some time ago
Laws of 1900, providing for the fencCheneyville, La,
ing of gardens and farms and provid- when in poor health, suffering from fem
inine ills, I began to
in
ing for the recovery of damages
take Lydia E.
's
cases of the same being trespassed
Committee on JuVegetable
upon by livestock.
Compound and Liver
diciary.
1 soon felt
Pills.
Senate Bill Xo. 35, by B. F. Pankey,
better and gained in
execuan act prescribing the mode of
strength and flesh.
tion of persons convicted of capital
A gradual improvecrimes and fixing the time and place
ment continued as I
on
Committee
for such execution.
took the Compound,
Judiciary.
and from 120 pounds
I now weigh 155, and
Senate Bill Xo. 36, by B. F. Pankey,
feel that my life has
an act to provide for the managf-ne- nt
and control of the lands of the been prolonged.
"I deeply regret that I did not know
Snte of Xew Mexico and the revenue
derived therefrom, for the organiza- of your medicine long before I did.
tion and maintenance of the state Friends often speak of the wonderful
land office, for the selection of lands change in my health, and I tell them that
heretofore or hereafter granted to your medicine did it." Mrs. J.W.Stan-LECheneyville, La,
the Stale by Congress, and to define
the duties and authority of the com- Distressing Case of Mrs. 31. Gary.
missioner of public lands. Committee
Chicago, 111. "I have used Lydia E.
on Public Lands.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
Senate Bill Xo. 37, by J. F. Hinkle, backache and it has certainly made a new
an act providing for the reimburse- woman of me. After my first baby was
ment of certain citizens of Roswell born I was left a perfect wreck. I was
weak I could hardly do my household
for expenditures made on account of so
duties and suffered with an awful backerection and equipment of Lea Hall
ache. But since I have used your Com1
longing to the Xew Mexico Milpound the pains in my back have left me
$30,000.
itary Institute, appropriating
and I am strong again.
Committee on Finance.
"My mother used it also through
Senate Bill Xo. 38, by Gregory Page, Change of Life and speaks very highly
an act fixing the time for holding the of it. You can use this letter any way
sessions of the district court in the you wish. I think it is on.'y fair for one
Second Judicial District. Passed un- who has suffered as much as I, to let
others know of your great remedy."
der suspension of the rules.
Senate Bill Xo. 39, by H. B. Holt, an Mrs. M. Gary, 2958 N. Ridgeway Ave.,
act providing a code for the law of Chicago, 111.
opposites was never intended, and that liens and mortgages.
Committee on
the real purpose of the bill therefore, Judiciary.
is to prohibit the practice of Christian
Senate Bill Xo. 40, by W. B. WalScience.
ton, an act fixing the time for the
Palace.
Suppose the meuical bill were to holding of the terms of the district
pass as it now stands, and any one court in the Sixth Judicial District.
B. B. de Crevecouer, City.
w ho has come up to the
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
"regular" med- Committee on Judiciary.
ical requirements, may treat the sick
S. Luna, Las Lunas.
Senate Bill Xo. 41, by W. M. McCoy,
in any way he pleases.
A ;iick man
F. O. Blood, Las Vegas.
an act to provide for the study of the
goes 10 an allopathic doctor and says nature of alcoholic drinks and narJames E. Lester, Mesilla Park.
"Pray for me." What would be the cotics and of their effects upon the
F. M. Hayner, Las Cruces.
result? It is not easy to imagine what human system, in connection with the
Oscar Goebel, Belen.
the result would be, but the Bible several divisions of the subject of
J. W. Becker, Magdalena.
tells us that the "prayer ,of the unA. A. Hilton, San Antonio.
physiology and hygiene, by the pupils
B. F. Rose, Roswell.
righteous availelh nothing."
supin all educational institutions
R. C. Hoffman, Deming.
Let us have a clearing up of ambigu- - ported wholly or in part by appropriaDr. M. J. Moran, Deming.
ities and sophistries.
Let the legis- tions from the state. Committee on
Charles Springer,
imarron.
lature put the medical law of the state Education.
on a plain, fair basis. Let the man
T. B. Sch.ventker, Albuquerque.
Senate Bill Xo. 42. by L. Ilfeld, an
E. L. Overley, Louisville, Ky.
who administers drugs and cuts into act providing for the manner of inflictJacob Posner, Questa.
the human body with the surgeon's ing capital punishment. Passed under
X. D. Meyer and son, Chamita.
knife, show that he is capable of per- suspension of the rules.
Jack McNiel, St. Louis.
forming his work safely. But let us
,
Laugh-renC.
J.
Senate Bill Xo. 43, by
W. M. Miller, Albuquerque.
put no let or hindrance on conscience,
an act providing for the employH. C. , Buerger, Denver.
on religious beliefs, on constitutional ment of
the necessary assistant
T. H. O'Brien, Dawson.
rights to "life, liberty and the pursuit clerks, stenographers and other subor
H. M. Shields, Dawson.
of happiness." on the individual's right dinate
employes to the state corporaA. R. Bartlett, New York City.
to appeal to faith in God for succor or tion commission and
the salnaming
R. J. Ekerhart, Chicago.
relief in times of need.
aries for same and providing for the
R. H. Maxwell, Denver.
necessary expenses of the state corpo
Jesse A. Tenner, Cleveland.
on
C. L. Parsons, Sec'y. and Treas. of ration commission.
Committee
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
the C. H. Ward Drug Co., Pasadena, Finance.
Willard Mattox, Boston.
Calif., writes: "We have sold and
Senate Bill Xo. 44, by A. J. Evans,
D. Bouton, El Paso.
recommended Foley's Honey and Tar an act to establish a board of medRobert Lawrence, New York City.
Compound for years. We believe it ical examiners to regulate the pracJ. W. Si npson, Gallup.
to be one of the most efficient expec- tice of medicine and osteopathy. ComJ. E. Johnson, Gallup.
torants on the market.
Containing mittee on State Affairs.
Montezuma.
no opiates or narcotics it can be given
Senate Bill Xo. 45, by T. J. Mabry,
Harvey Oatman, City.
Enough of this an act fixing the time of holding elecfreely to children.
P. J. Koke, Providence, R. I.
remedy can be taken to relieve a cold tions for members of boards of eduD. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
as it has no nauseating results and cation in cities. Committee on Privi
B. Logan, Denver.
does not interfere with digestion. ' leges and Elections.
R. H. Beddow, Galmp.
For sale by all druggists.
S. M. Brown, Gallup.
WHOLESALE FOOD PRICES
G. S. Kloch, Albuquerque.
INCREASED 20 PER CENT.
PLAYS ANDJUnfERS.
H. W. Coole, Detroit.
C. Leonard, Pueblo.
AccordYear
Over
Advance
Last
Big
E. D. Fowler, Las Vegas.
Dante's Inferno.
ing to Bureau of Commerce
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
Once in a century only is it possible
and Labor.
Frank Jennings Willard.
to produce such a work as Dante's
R. S. Foote, Albuquerque.
"Inferno" in moving pictures. It has 'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Dr. Murray, St. Louis.
cost nunureus ot tnousanas oi aouars
Washington, D. C, April 4 WholeC. J. Dixon, Kansas City, Mo.
and the
of famous artists sale prices of food products increased
W. R. Hepner, Las Vegas.
and more than two years of time to 20 per cent in 1911, over the previous
Clarence Iden, Las Vegas.
accomplish this result. The five reels year, although wholesale prices genC. C. Harris, Atlanta.
showing fully one hundred scenes and erally of 237 articles declined 1.7 per
A. J. Leamy, Denver.
making more than a two hours' enter- cent.
W. N. Potsch, St. Joseph.
An investigation of the Bureau of
tainment, will be shown at the Elks'
theater on April 8 and 9, with special Labor into wholesale prices, results
Coronado.
niuuc and explanatory lecture. The of which were announced today, disJ. B. Espinosa, San Ildefonso.
educational and literary value of the closed these facts.
Donaciano Angel, Las Vegas.
reels has been specially commended
C. C. Harrey, Stanley.
There was a notable decline in
in prices of metals and implements.
by the University of Sorbonne
J. T. Varela, Las Vegas.
I ranee.
Wholesale, prices in 1911 were only
William Herrera, Hodges.
of
J. Hope, Chamita.
per cent below the high
Divorce Wanted.
average of 1907, the year of highest
Port Fredericks', Domingo.
H. S. Arnold, Pecos.
prices within the period 1890 to 1911.
Captain John McClure has filed suit They were 17 per cent higher than in
Juan Dominguez, Pecos.
for divorce at Roswell against his 1900 and 44.1 per cent higher than in
wife on the ground of desertion.
1S97.
WHEAT MADE A LITTLE
ADVANCE ON MARKET.

SOFT, FLUFFY, ABUNDANT

Company

GENERAL OFFICESRATON

NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE.

Pink-ham-

your hair.
A delightful surprise awaits particularly
those who have been careless, whose hair

.

6 35
6 27
6 17

has been neglected or is scraggy, faded, dry,
brittle or thin. IJesides beautifying the hair
at once, Danderine dissolves every particle
of dandruff; cleanses, purines and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping itching and
falling hair.
Try as you will, after one application of
Danderine you cannot find any dandruff or
a loose or falling hair, and your scalp will
never itch, but what will please you most
will be after a few weeks' use when you will
actually see new hair fine and downy at
first -- yes but really new hair sprouting all
over the scalp. Danderine makes the hair
grow long, heavy and luxuriant and we can
prove it. If you care for pretty, soft hair
and lots of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any druggist
or toilet counter, and just try it.

6 00

p ra

yConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. V. Ry. train both .North and South
Stage for Van Houten, X. M.. meets trains at Preston, N. M.
'Daily except Saturday.
jDaily except Sunday.
no a. m.
Stage leaves i;te Park, X. M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9:
daily except Sundays. Fare ?2.00 oue way, $3.30 round trip; fifty l ound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Dps Moines, X. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
L. C. WHITE,
G. P. Agent.
V. P. G M.,
Superintendent.

SUFFERING

1

Colonist Fares THE FORU M
!

I

TO

Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon and Washington Points

i!

:FROM:
All

Stations on the Denver

& Rio

Grande

ON SALE DAILY

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc., call on
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F- & P.
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
-

New Mexico Alilitary

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

IB

Point of tb 3outhwest"
Ranked by United States War Department ai "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai

Tbe West

Academic course, prepar-!n- g
young men for college or business
life. Great amount of. open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Yull
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tn

season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern

1

'.X J

Id all respects.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

THE MEDICAL BILL.
There is, we take it, no misunderstanding on the part of intelligent people in New Mexico, with regard to the
real purpose of House Bill 17. There
can be no doubt but that the proposed
medical practice act would drive Christian Scientists ajid others out of the
healing field, and it makes little difference, in the end, whether the authors of the bill design to bring about
such a state of affairs, or whether they
do so inadvertently.
Christian Scientists and Osteopaths see danger in
the bill and it will be vigorously opposed at the hearing beiore the Committee on Judiciary.
The advocates of Bill 17 say that
any one may practice whatever method he chooses alter he has taken the
prescribed examinations in such subjects as pathology, bacteriology, chemand so
istry, toxicology, obstetrics,
forth.
The doctors who ravor tnis bill say
it is perfectly fair to all concerned.
We trust that our medical friends have
not deceived themselves into thinking
that any one is misled by this argument. It is absurd on the face of it.
Take for example, the Christian Scientist. He does not pretend to use
drugs, or to manipulate his patient,
but claims to heal by spiritual means
only, by prayer to God, in accordance
Now,
with Scriptural injunction.
those who are behind House Bill 17
say to the Christian Scientist. "You
may heal by prayer, but you must first
show us that you are familiar with
and the
Toxicology, bacteriology,
like."
If this were intended as a joke, we
might be induced to smiie at it, but it
i ; apparently
advanced in all seriousness as a reasonab.e argument. It
would be just as sensible to insist that
the cab driver who takes you to the
depot must be an experienced veterinarian!
The average uoclor scorns Christian
Science and its methods and de
nounces it as dangerous and siuy.
How inconsistant then and how dishonest, to pretend that this same practice can be made innocuous, by having Christian Scientists pass examin.
ations in pathology and materia
"Your prayer is dangerous," says
the doctor to the Christian Scientist,
"but we will let you pray if you will
study in a medical college for four
years."
The framers of this bill must know
perfectly well that Christian Scientists
will not study medicine in order to
qualify for their own particular method of cure. They must know that it
would be unnecessary and foolish to
dc so, and ihe only co"clusion to be
reached is mat this amalgamation of
med-ica-

For particulars and Illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON.

Superintendent.

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedat
am
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by.
clipping 30 Imported Stallions and IMammoth Jacks on January 15
would like to correspond with
1912, being my first consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can atso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

Hotel Arrivals

j

one-fift-

WANTED Girl to help care for a
child. Telephone Black 135.
room house.
FOR REXT Three
Furniture or not. D. S. Lowitzki.
LOST Bay saddle horse, just been
clipped, weight about 850 pounds.
Finder return to Palace hotel. Reward.
FOR SALE

One Ford

automobile

20 H. P.

first class condition. One
two seated carriage. One set of single harness.

Apply R.

C.

Garrett.

Elegantly Furntsrted Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First Xational Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.
TYPEWR! TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and su
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
anJ rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewrites guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
REGULAR SESSION.
Santa Fe, X. M., April 1, 1912.
The Board of County Commissioners met as per call of the chairman
with all members present.
Mr. M. A.
Ortiz was in attendance as clerk t;f
the board.
In the matter of the complaint of
Gregorio Vigil that the road near Rio
del Medio has been obstructed by one
Vicente Jimenez, the board authorized
Commissioner Jiiron to advise said
Vicente Jimenez to clear said road.
On motion of Commissioner Jiron,
Anastacio Fresquez
was appointed
night watchman for the quarter end
ing June 30th, 1912.
In the matter of the claim of Trini
dad Alarid, assessor for taxes for the
years 1910 and 1911, said claim was
ordered paid.
In the matter of the claim of Glen-villA. Collins, assessor by his as
signee, Mr. R. H. Hanna for taxes for
the year 190G, said claim was ordered
of Assessor
paid, as also the cla-iTelesforo Rivera.
Exemption was allowed Mrs. Fannie Atkinson of Precinct No. 17 for
the year 191 .
Exemption was allowed to C. D.
Miller of Precinct No. 16, for the year
1911, and also to Mr. Richard Ewell
of Precinct Xo. 17 for the year 1910.
On motion of Commissioner Kinsell
the board adjourned until ten o'clock
a. m. Tuesday April 2nd, 1912.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PIXO.
Attest:
Chairman.
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.
e

Santa Fe, Xew Mexico,
April 2nd, 912.
Regular session.
The Board met as per adjournment
with all members present; Mr. Ortiz
was in attendance as C lerk. On motion
of Commissioner G. M; Kinsell,
the
claim of Ventura Varos and Frank
Mendoza for work dsne as per contract to filling the approaches of the
bridge at Galisteo, X. M., was ordered
paid.
In the matter of the application of
Peter S. Miller of Precinct Xo. 10, exemption was not allowed for the year
1909 for failure to make his return.
On motion of Commissioner Jiron,
Dr. David Knapp was appointed County Physician for tne year 1912.
Exemption was allowed to M. M.
Barbar of Precinct Xo. 17, for the year
--

1911.

On motion of Commissioner Kinsell
the following persons were appointed
as delegates to the Good Roads convention to be held in the city of Santa
Fe, on the 3rd day of April, 1912.
Julius H. Gerdes, Fred Muller, Xathan
and Carlos F.
Salmon, John H. Wal-.e- r
Abreu. The Clerk was instructed to
notify them officially of their appointments.
There being no further business the
Board adjourned subject to the call of
the Chairman.
JOSE ORTIZ y PIXO
Chairman.
Attest:
M. A. ORTIZ, Clerk.

1

W. DeCLOW,

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
have recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rap-Idla, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at c orresponding rates.
I

s,

Colonist

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
March 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Encar-nasioGonzales of Santa Fe, New
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906
made Homestead Entry, No. 10107
S
NW
(07ST0), for S
XE
1.
Section 3, Township 18 N., Range
It) E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Five Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
The Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the jith day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-taci- o
Pacheco and Macario Jimengs,
all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
n

Rates
TO

California
FROM

$25.00
SANTA

ON

March

1st

FE, NEW MEXICO.

SALE DAILY,
to

15th, 1912,
Low Rates to the Northwest.
SEE ANY SANTA ?E AGENT FOR
April

PAKT1CCLARS.

H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.

N.M.

Register
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lie Womams uomc

in Argentina Is nllfavorable
and Crop Conditions In India
Are Adverse.
( By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., April 4. Wheat advanced today on news that Liverpool
had accepted Canadian offerings and
was seeking cargoes from the Pac
Coast. Reports were than the weather in Argentina was unfavorable and
that growth conditions throughout India had been adverse. Initial prices
were the same as last night to
c
2
to
up. July started at 95
95
a shade to
up,
touched 95
and rallied to 95
The close was firm at 96
for July
above last night.
An easy feelig prevailed regarding
corn because of the fine weather.
lowto
May opened
and
to 75c, sold at 74
er at 74
The
then recovered to 75.
1
close was firm, with May 1 8

Weather

l-- 8

8

8

c

4

8

8

4

net higher at

76

until
Oats were poorly supported
the market had made a dip when commission houses took to the buying
side. May started unchanged to 1
declined to
to 54
ofl at 54
54
and later turned back to

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
C. J. N. Pecos Forest 03974.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

March 13,( 19U.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Garcia, of Rowe, New Mexico, who,
on March 4, 1907, made homestead entry No. 10785 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
SE
Section 27,
Sec. 34, S
township 16N., range 13E., N. M. P.
meridian, has filed notice of intenr
tion to make final
proof, to
establish claim to the land above
before the register and receiver, United States land office, at
Santa Fe, Now Mexico, on the 20th
da- - of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, Andres Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
2

five-yea-

Register.

M. D. Boardman, 573 W. Main St.,
Helena, Mont., gives an interesting account of his improved health through
the use of Foley Kidney Pills. After
giving a detailed account of his case,
54
he says, "I am almost 79 years old
Buyers of provisions seemed to be and have spent hundreds of dollars
keeping in strict seclusion and quota- for medicines, but find that I have
received more benefit from Foley Kidtions suffered. First sales were 2
down with July .1.40 to 17.50 ney Pills, than (from all other medito 22
for lard; cines. Further particulars sent on.
for pork; 10.00 to 10.02
for ribs.
and 9.82
request.''- For sale by all druggists.
8

2

2

2

2

THURSDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

APRIL 4, 1912.

1,635.00
1,973.00
Second
2,514.80
6,190.110
1.6X7.50
Third
4,205.00
OF
2,760.0'i
2.4S1.C0
Fourth
3,C.72.86
$12,400.00
Total
$13,753.10
$14,4:17.66
.$40,590.76
Grand total,
inclusive
The above are fees paid for filing articles, amendments and consoliQF
dations, fee for certified copies, annual Kcports, etc. not included.
Total Incorporation Fees Received in 1911.
Fees for filing and certified copies etc., which went to the
Statistics of Corporation Filings and .Finances 7 hat
Territorial Secretary personally during the year 1911..$ 3,SS2.on
I :us total
Are of Much Interest and Importance
corporation fees paid to Territorial Treasury dur12,400.00
ing 1911
This Time.
Total Corporation fees received during 1911
$16,282.00
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION.
To the Hou. Win. C. McDonald,
The State Constitution created another office which was not known
Governor of New Mexico
under the Territorial form of government, which is designated as the
Santa Fe, New Mexico:
State Corporation Commission. Since the inauguration of the State
Sir:
Government, which dates from the 15th day of January. 1912, all busiIn compliance with your request dated. January IS, 1912, for a deness relating to corporations is transacted through the office of the
tailed report of the transaction of business in the Secretary's office
State Corporation Commission, which is composed of three memfrom the date of the adjournment of the last Territorial Legislative
bers. While- this State Corporation Commission hns taken away
Assembly to the present time, inclusive, 1 have the honor to submit
much of the business transacted through the Secretary's office, the
the following:
1:
I took
tter, however, still continues to be a very busy office, since all State
of
on
the
of
as
office,
charge
Secretary's
State,
Secretary
papers end N.otary Public Commissions, must be issued from said
the 15th day of January, 1912, and up to that time I am reporting the
cffice. Besides this, the Secretary's office is now and will be so, for
business done in the office under the Territorial administration. To
some time to come, a Bureau of Information.
do this I have had to take the books and records kept by my predeceswishing to know something. about the new State and
sor, the Hon. Nathan Jaffa, which I find show the following:
'
its resources will Invariably write to the Secretary of State, for such
CORPORATIONS.
information, when they have no other means of obtaining it, as is freI am including a report on corporations, inasmuch as you have
quently the case, and these letters must be answered promptly, if the
asked for a report of the business in the Secretary's office for the
state is to profit by the dissemination of such information. All this
past three years, although the filings, records, fees, etc., have passed
necessitates much work and attention, if such information is to be of
cut of my charge. Still, this data may be of use to the legislature in
pome value to the one receiving it as well as to the State, and should
considering the subject of revenue from corporation filings etc.
.,
ha n onmnloto anri
rat.0 qo t
it
You will note a comparison of the number of corporations filed in
letters have been received, in this office, since I took charge, from
New Mexico for the years 1909, 1910 and 1911 does not appear as faof the State, asking for information regarding vacant
vorable as we might expect, but this difference in numbers, decreasing
lands, the purchase of farms, location and extent of the industries,
a little in number from 1909 to 1911, is accounted for from the fact
and other general information concerning the resources of the State.
that New Mexico was in the midst of the statehood struggle, and I
These letters are from persons asking information with the view of
have no doubt the uncertainty of things in that respect caused some
or investing within our State. Many of these inquiries have
locating
stateto
those
or
to
file
wait for
companies,
corporations,
expecting
teen answered by letter and also by the forwarding of newspapers
hood. However, the total authorized capital stock represented by
containing information and statistics along these lines.
the corporations filed in those years does not differ so greatly. See
Inquiries are also received in regard to the annual quantity and vatabulated figures further on relative to corporation filings, fees etc.
lue of agricultural and dairy products, the amount and value of lumber
The incorporation of industrial, irrigation, mercantile, manufacturmanufactured annually, and of the mineral output; also as to the
ing and mining and smelting companies has continued nearly as good
number of cattle, horses, sheep and other domestic animals. In view
as in former years, even in the face of a change to statehood and in
of this, I would suggest that you recommend to the Legislature that
the laws etc.
some provision be made for collecting, compiling, and publishing reWe have filed in this office two large railroad corporations in the
liable statistics covering the resources and industries of the State, belast three years, which, if completed will be of reat benefit to New
lieving that it would be highly beneficial in attracting capital and
Mexico, viz. the Arizona and Eastern Railroad Company, which is a
desirable citizens to locate within the State. This might be
merger of various small lines in the southwestern part of New Mexaccomplished but with little expense if each county assessor was reico and southeastern Arizona, with a proposition to build an extenquired by law to collect annually within his county the necessary data
sive line from a point on the San Francisco River in western New
and report the same to this or some other State department
Mexico, in the vicinity of Mogollon, Grant County, northeast to
to be compiled and published.
Farmington, traversing a portion of the state which is entirely withTHE ADOPTION OF A UNIFORM SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS AND
out railroad facilities. This Company represents 1S75 miles of
REPORTS OF COUNTY OFFICERS.
with large capitalization, and will have 250 miles of branch lines,
and 450 miles of main line in New Mexico. Another important line
Uniformity in accounting has long been recognized as essential by
the Government in the management of its various large departments,
to be built is Taos, Sierra Nevada and San trancisco Railroad, which
s ich as the Treasurer's and Postal departments. To attain the highwill run from a point in southeastern Vtah to Farmington, New Mexest standard in governmental affairs, uniformity in classifying the reico, thence through McKinley, Rio Arriba, Sandoval and Santa Fe
ceipts and disbursements is kept; every expense is charged under a
Counties, with a northern division to pass through Taos, Colfax, Mora
and Union Counties, and a southern division to pass through Bernalillo,
proppr heading and reporting at fixed dates, for the purpose of comTorrance, San Miguel and Guadalupe Counties to Fort Sumner, New
parison with the preceding periods and business of the same character,
Mexico.
and for the purpose of checking extravagant expenditures or economi
A number of corporations have been filed in the last three years
zing when the expense is found to exceed the earnings or income.
for the purpose of installing pumping irrigation plants, large orWithout the correct and scientific accounts the business is very
chards, nurseries, sugar beet factory, etc., from which direct benefit
apt to result in failure and loss to those interested therein. When a
will be derived by the people of the state very soon. The business of
private business fails it ceases, but in public business the tax payers
Farmers' Packing and Storage Associations is springing into existence,
suffer, as it cannot be closed up; consequently, an inexpensive and
which indicates that the state is beginnin" to produce more than can
correct system of accounting and reporting the receipts and expendibe consumed at home, and that the agricultural interests of the state
tures of public moneys would be for the benefit of the tax payers, and
are becoming more and more important each year.
Ihe enactment of a law requiring a uniform system of accounting, in
New mining, power and transmission companies are being filed at
each county, would, in my judgment, lead to retrenchment in expenses
and lower tax levies. Efficiency and economy in the administration
regular intervals, and it is hoped that statehood will bring more ca-- I
ital in the mining business as there are undoubtedly good properties
0; public business can be developed and maintained by a uniform
ln New Mexico waiting development on a large scale.
system of accounting and reporting and the publication of comparaThe tabulations of corporation fees further on speak for themtive reports and statistics. In several of our States, to my knowselves, and will give the legislature a basis to figure the revenue of the
ledge, laws have already been enacted providing for such a system.
Under the laws of this state' there is no prescribed system of keepcorporation commission office, by adding the fees which formerly went
to the Territorial Secretary personally.
ing records of accounts or method of reporting the transactions of
With a few changes in the corporation laws, fee schedule for filing,
public business; there is no way of ascertaining or comparing the
and in the publication requirements, there seems to be prospect for a
the financial conditions or expenditures of one county with those of
greater number of corporations entering our state for filing and busianother, except by applying to each county for a record, which would
ness. At the same time we should not make such tax laws that
bj of little account, as no two would be prepared alike. If the acfake promoters will make this state their home.
counts of each county were kept in the same manner, and annual or
reports were made to some State department, to be taCREATION
OF
ADMITTED
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
STATE OF
bulated and published, those having charge of county affairs would
DURING
thus be enabled to know whether their expenditures were reasonable,
besides, such a system would permit of credit being given to those
1911
1909
1910
who were economically disbursing public funds and aid in checking
those who were not.
t SC
S
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Foreign.
Authorized 3 Authorized g Authorized
S
The Legislature which convened in 1907 passed a law on weights
Capital.
52 Capital.
Capital.
and measures, but said law, so far as known, has remained a dead-letton our Statute books since oniy seven of the counties of the
State have complied with its requirements by buying the necessary
6 8 14,300,000
12 $ 6,100,000
11 $ 16,988,000
scales to do the work which the law intended should be done.
Arizona
1
200,000
California
During the last two years the need of proper weights and mea7
7
8
3,150,000
50,805,000
3,010,000
Colorado
sures
laws has been recognized to such an extent that the Legisla1
10,000
Delaware
tures of thirty seven states considered bills on the subject, designated
1
Illinois
either to supplant or amend the old State laws, and twenty seven of
1
300,000
Indiana
1
1
them enacted more or less complete Statutes on the subject. This
60,000
Kansas
2
1
for
3
2,500,000
record is most satisfactory and emphasizes the great necessity
500,000
11,650,000
Maine
1
In view of this, I. suggest that you recommend to
such legislation.
Michigan
2
1
000
500
100,000
Minnesota
the Legislature the passage of whatever additional legislation may
1
,
100,000
Mississippi
be
1
necessary for the enforcement and strict compliance with the pro2
100,000
45,000
Missouri
of the law now in force in our Statute books on the subject
visions
1
50,000
Nebraska
1
of weights and measures.
2,000,000
Nevada
2
ELECTIONS.
4,025,000
New York
1
150,000
North Dakota
of
State Canvassing Board developed the
the
last
The
experience
1
250,000
Oregon
more stringent legislation, on the subject of making
for
1
1
necessity
2..
Pennsylvania
1
election returns, both to the county and to the state. The State Can75,000
Rhode Island
1
7,275,000
Scotland
vassing Board was terribly handicapped at times in the performance
3
45,000
Texas
cf its duties, because of what seemed unnecessary delay on the part
1
800,000
Utah
of some counties to transmit promptly all the precinct election re
1
400,000
West Virginia
turns as required by law. All this caused much delay, and entailed
2
1,250,000
Wyoming
additional and unnecessary expense to the Canvassing Board. In
22 $ 25,885,000
32 $ 65,255,000
36 $ 35,598,000
view of this I would suggest that you call the attention of the Legis
Total Foreign
236
80,541,500 155
80,541,125 189
32,530,500
Total Domestic
lature to this fact in order that remedial legislation might be passed
rnon the subject. I would suggest also that in the matter of the
Total Corporation
creation of new precincts in the different counties, a time limit be
272 $116,139,125 211 $106,426,500 187 $97,785,500
Filings..:
fixed within which to do this, before any general election, so that no
piecinct in any County might be overlooked by any clerk when send
election.
YEARS
CLASSIFICATION OF CORPO
ing out the necessary things for the holding of an
BONDS.
RATION FILINGS FOR CALENDAR
I find that some of the State officers and their assistants, who are
with the handling of public money, are not now required by
intrusted
1911
1910
1909
taw to eive a bond to the State. I suggest, therefore, that the atten
tion of the Legislature be called to this matter in order that a law may
Q)
ibharacter of
i,
So
be
$
be passed, by said body, requiring all public officers, intrusted witn tneBusiness.
g
Authorized j
g Authorized v
g Authorized j
keeping of public funds, to give Dona to me oiaie ior me laumui ptis Capital.
a Capital,
Capital.
g
g formance of their duties.PUBLIC HIGHWAYS.
g
more to the material
Believing, as I do, that nothing contributes
fir TVllCfc
than first class roads, I feel that we
country
of
any
advancement
7
8
. . .
V
8$
12$
180,000....
250,000....
500,000...
Companies
cannot do too much in the matter of pushing ahead the work already
fkuilding and Etarted tr, eive New Mexico a system of public highways, so to speak,
AssociaLoan
4
550,000
7,675,000.... 2
1,650,000... 3
which Rhall be second to none in the United States; but to do this and
j'tions 1 n
hene v o e t,
do it effectively, money must be raised from other sources than those
inere-forjRducational,
already provided by law for the maintenance ot pumic roads,
the
State
first
to
Religious,
Tecommend
the
Legislature
I
sueeest
you
that
18
29
100,000
1,238,600 ...
150,000....
I; fraternal, etc. 35
In nearly all of the
force
in
is
as
such
automobile
law,
an
of
passage
j livestock and
7
1,089,000
oiher states of the Union, providing, for instance, that every owner
974,000.... 10
570,500... 7
fctancn Indunf
a motor vehicle or motor bicycle which shall be driven in this state
generalEnter- strial
within ten days after he becomes the owner of such motor vehicle
shall,
33
51,248,000
7,723,000 .... 14
3,255,000 ... 16
or motor bicycle, file in the office of the Secretary of State an ap"prises....
sworn to, setting
plication for a certificate of registration properly
I Land Imp. & 33
fcrth his name and address, with a Drier description oi me venicie or
4,448,000
8,225,000.... 25
,1 3brticulture .
17,951,025... 33
bicycle to be registered including the name of the maker, factory
;f lercantile,
& fUD- number, style of vehicle or bicycle and the motor power, and the
Mfg.
50
amount' of such motor power stated in figures of horse power on a
UakinfT
3,327,000... 56 .17,317,500.... 47 14,509,500
blank to be prepared and furnished by such Secretary of State for
lining, Milling
uu
Uniting
that
42
purpose and shall pay to such Secretary of State a registration
34
23,450,000
52
28,195,000....
75,330,000...
Smelting
for
each calendar year for each motor Dicycie bo registered, tne
fee
UolTr.ctn.te.Ab
41
sum of two dollars, and the registration fee for each calendar year
1,401,000....
1,517,000... 19
4,767,000... 23
fe Townsite . .
750 for each motor vehicle bo registered of twenty-fiv- e
horse power and
810,000
5
7,550,000 359 3 34,400,000 2098 2
ianroaus
of four dollars; for each motor vehicle of thirty five
sum
the
ltss,
750
272 $116,139,125 359 211 $ 106,426,500 2098 187 $ 97,785,500
Total .
horse power and more than twenty live norse power tne sum oi six
dollars; for each motor vehicle of fifty horse power and more than
five horse power the sum of eight dollars; for each motor vefor Calendar Years,
Treasurer
Paid
Territorial
thirty
Feet
Incorporation
hicle of more than fifty horse power the sum of ten dollars, etc.; and
iwy 10 mil, inclusive.
Drovidln further that all money so received by the Secretary ot
1909.
Quarter
State
X.I9U.W
except as he is entitled to receive for issuing certificates, shall
4.04O.UU
f
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tuted:

door-keepe- r

.1

semi-annu-

i

Em)

e

Irrigation,

Firt

.:"

,00.w
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SALARIES AND EXPENSES OF STATE OFFICERS AND STATE
DEPARTMENTS.
And Estimated Expense of 1912 Legislature.
Executive Office:
Governor's salary
$ 5,oi)0.00
Governor's Private Secretary
1,500.00
Governor's Contingent Fund
;,5(Ui.ii0
250.00
Governor's Messenger and
but the United States paid an add. tonal amount to
50.00
Messenger of $500.00, total
ol"-Clary s unite
1,000.00
te, salary
Assistant
Secretary of State Note: Under Territorial
Government the United States paid $1500.00 per annum,
l.SOO.OO
and the Territory paid $300.00 annually, total
Note: the 1'nited States paid $960.00 on this
Stenographer
annually, and the Secretary paid $240.00 annually,
$1,200.00, total
1,200.00
Messenger Note: the United States lormerly paid $480.00
annually on this and Secretary paid $240.00 from con
720.00
tingent fund. Total
1,200.00
Contingent fund
Note: Besides the above amounts, appropriations were
made to cover printing of laws, election blanks, books
etc., and for translating laws etc.
State Auditor's Office:
$ 3,000.00
Suite Auditor, salary
Cierk
1,500.00
j
OOo.OO
Contingent Fund
Traveling Auditor and Bank Examiner's Office:
$ 3,000.00
Traveling Auditor, salary
2.400.00
Assistant Traveling Auditor
Cierk
l,5o0.00
Office Contingent Expenses
2,300.00
Traveling Expenses for Assistant
1,000.00
Traveling Auditor, per annum

I

State Treasurer's Office:
itc Treasurer, salary

3,000.00

1,500.00
Cierk
1,000.00
Contingent Fund
State Land Office:
$ 3,000.00
Commissioner of Public Lands, salary
1,800.00
Assistant Commissioner
1,500.00
Bookkeeper
1,200.00
Assistant liookeeper
1,200.00
Agent
900.H0
Stenographer
l.OOO.On
Allowance for additional help
Other excises payable out of fund for sale, lease, etc., of lands.
Cffice of Superintendent of Public Instruction:
$ 3,000.00
Superintendent of Public Instruction, salary
2,000.00
Assistant Superintendent
800.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1,800.00
1.200.00
1,350.00

Stenographer

Cierk
Traveling

expense
Contingent Expense
Expense reading examinations
Other printing expenses
State Engineer's Office:
State Engineer, salary

Office

2,400.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
3,400.00

$

Clerk

Slenographer

Contingent, including traveling, or as much as necessary
Office of State Corporation Commission:
State Corporation Commissioners, 3 members at salary
$3,000.00 each
Clerk
Assistant Clerk

of
$ 9,000.00

Stenographer
Messenger
Constitution allows, traveling expenses,
age, and lawful expenses
Salaries not provided for.

Judiciary:
Justices Supreme Court, 3 at
Cierk (Territory allowed)

fees, mile-

witness

$18,000.00
2,400.00

$6,000.00

Eailiff

.00.00

Printing Documents, Calendars, Stationery
Attorney General's Office:
Attorney General, salary
Assistant Attorney General, Territory Allowed
Stenographer
Contingent

4,uuu.u
i.suu.uu
1,000.00
1,000.00

Fund

of Penitentiary:
Superintendent, salary
Assistant Superintendent

fn'on

Physician
Chaplain
Clerk and Storekeeper
Matron
Captain Day Guard
Captain Night Guard
Engineer and Electrician
16 Guards
o rtav Pell. house keeners
2 Night
keepers
Yard Master
Shop Foreman
flnv Pi Pnroman
Transportation discharged convicts
Maintenance, the proceeds convict labor
Claw and F.xnense Penitentiary Board
Parole Officer
Transporting convicts to Penitentiary
Office of Mounted Police:

600.00
300.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
600.00
900.00
7,680.00
1,080.00
1,0??'?(!
900.00
600.00
720.00

Cell-hous- e

;

.':",,,,
.

.$ 2,000.00

Captain's salary
Sergeant

.

Police
?

Adjutant General's salary

.

900.00
4,276.00
1,000.00
3,654.00

.

2.SOO.00

Clerk
Contingent

and incidental expenses
Traveling expenses
Pay enlisted men during maneuvres
Equipment
Pay Army Officers inspection
Came Warden's Office:
Game Warden, salary
Contingent expenses.. ..
Office of Superintendent o' Insurance.

Superintendent's salary

.

.

600.00

.$ 1,800.00
500.00

.$ 2.400.00
.

1,400.00
600.00

.$

900.00
800.00
1,000.00

Fund

Library:
Librarian, salary
Contingent fund
For purchase of books

.

Capitol Custodian Committee:

Employees Capitol Building
I?nil wafer ant lipht
Repairs, .improvement and equipment
1912,

Salaries

Office.

Fund etc.

Contingent

Amount.

Gcveinor
Secretary

1

Tiaveling

Auditor

Treasurer
j

& mileage of

.

.

Commissioner Public Lands
Superintendent of Public Instruction
S ate
Kngiii'rr
Corporation Commission
Supreme Court
Attorney General
Mounted Polic,.
Adjutant General
Game and Fish Warden
Superintendent of Insurance
Librarian
Capitol Custodian Committee..

lO.filllj.Oi)

13,250.00
8.200. no
9,000.00
20,600.00
7,800.00
16.700.0!)
15,630.09
2,300.00
4.400.00
2,700.00
17,800.00

Total
Plus State Penile! tiarv.

.$168,700.00
.$ 64,260.00

r'"a'

$232,9(10.00

REVENUE..
From the abov statement it must be a
r.i.t n.ot ,1,;
state must increase its revenu. s from year to year, even under the
most economical administration of affairs. The
rapid growth in population, as well as its commercial and industrial development make
necessary the enlargement of its list of officers, as well as its'educa-tlonacharitable, and penal institutions, and all of these must be
maintained.
The low valuation placed upon our taxable real and
personal property, as shown by the summaries of the assessments made by the
various county asessors. and the continued decrease in such valuations every year, has resulted in an increased rate of levy out of proportion to the increased revenue required.
If we would avoid larger
levies and the consequent increase of the direct tax upon real and personal property, we must not only amend our assessment laws, but
must iook to other sources tor a revenue adequate to the increasing
needs of the state.
.
The fivfrl ciirrrti nr cvntmcni,
...:n
nearly $232,960.00. This year this amount, will be increased to
0
on account of the meeting of the Legislature for a
ninety days
session.
To raise this sum annually we are limited by the Constitution to a
levy of four mills upon the dollar, which means, that we must have not
less than 80 million dollars worth of taxable property in the whole
slate, to draw this revenue from, if we would avoid a big deficit at
the end of every fiscal year of the State administration.
In view of the fact that the amount of taxable
property returned
last year in New Mexico did not exceed the sum of sixty five million
dollars, and in view of the further fact the tax levy in most counties
is already too high, it seems to me that the most
important subject,
and the one most worthy of your careful consideration, as well as
that of the legislature, is the question of the revenue for the state;
and before any appropriation is made, the source from which it is
lo be met should he carefully considered.
It is claimed, and rightly so,
think, that if the officers, to whom
is confided the duty of enforcing and who are sworn to
comply with
our assessment laws, would, in conformity with their oath, strictly
comply with its provisions, there would be little cause of complaint relative to assessment, and no occasion to suggest plans to
compel the enioi cement of our statutes. Inequality of taxation, it is
asserted, is due not. to the fact that property is assessed too low or
too high, but to the fact that it is assessed unequally.
Without attempting to suggest a remeny I merely call the attention
of your Excellency, to these facts, that you may in turn bring them
to the attention of the Legislature.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Although there is no law upon the subject, I took it upon myself
lo order the necessary stationery and other writing materials for the
use of the Legislature during the time it shall remain in session and
I trust that the necessary
appropriation will be made, by the said
Legislature, for the payment of the things thus bought.
1
beg to call the attention of the legislature, also, to the fact that
it must adopt a State Seal, State Flower, State flag and State Colors
if we are to keep abreast with the times.
In the matter of assistants or clerks in the different state departments, 1 suggest that they be required by law, as are their principals,
to file their appointments, oath of office and bonds (when required to
give one) in the office of the Secretary of State, who should be the
custodian of all State papers, bonds, appointments and oaths of office. In case of the appointments of clerks or assistants in the different state departments, the Constitution requires that such employees file with the Secretary of State, a statement as to their period of residence in the state prior to their appointment.
REVENUE OF STATE SECRETARY'S OFFICE.
The following is a list of the revenues received in the State Secretary's Office, and which may be increased substantially by the passage of a Motor Vehicle Law for the registration and license of
automobiles, motorcycles etc.
Fees for Filing Notaries Public in 1909, 1910 and 1911.
399 Notaries Filed at $2.50
1909
$997.50
341
852.50
2.50
1910
Notaries Filed at
309 Notaries Filed at
772.50
2.50
1911
Average for 1 year $874.00.
Fees for Itinerant Vender's Licenses:
The fee from this source is very irregular, having paid nothing
.

l,

$287,-960.0-

1

in 1910
1811, Fee received

$ 50.00
for 2 Licenses issued
Fees for Filing Trade-Mark$ 75.00
at $5.00 each
Filed in 1911, 15 Trade-mark- s
Miscellaneous Fees:
The amount of fees received for certified copies of laws, service of
process against corporations, filing oaths of office, recording bonds of
officers etc., are uncertain, and it is difficult to estimate what the receipts will be for a year, for the reason that during the years when
new officers take charge, the revenue from this source will be much
greater than during ordinary years during which only an occasional
bond and oath of officials are filed.
My estimate on the last above class of fees is:
$150.00
lor filing Bonds and oaths state officers during 1912
$100.00
For certified copies of laws, miscellaneous certificates etc
The above is given to show about what the fees of the Stale Secretary's Office will be, after having taken the corporation business
from the office.
CONCLUSION.
the
In closing this report, it gives me pleasure to acknowledge
courtesies and advice received from the Chief Executive, the Attorney
General and other State officers, in discharging the duties of my office. Also to acknowledge the courtesies and consideration which I
received at the hands of my predecessor, the Hon. Nathan Jaffa, and
his able assistants Messrs. Edwin F. Coard, C. F. Kanen and Juan
J. Ortiz, who, upon my taking charge of the Secretary's office, did
everything in their power to assist me in getting a thorough acquaintance with the business of my department from the very beginning of my term of office. To each clerk and employe of this
department, as now constituted, I am under personal obligations for
their faithful attention to every duty. They are deserving of commendation for their integrity and devotion to the Interests of the
State.
Very respectfully yours,
ANTONIO LUCERO,
Secretary of the State of New Mexico.

PARIS BANDITS STRANGLE
EXPRESS DRIVER.
(By Special Leased Win? to New Mexican)
Paris, April 4. Four bandits today
leaped onto an expressman's wagon,
near Choisy Leroi, about six miles
from Paris, strangled the driver, looted the wagon of many valuables and
then tossed the body to the roadside.
No trace of the bandits has been
found.

860.00
4,940.00
4,000.00
3,000.00

Every 7oman
is interested and should know
about the wonderful

MARVEL Whirling Spray
me new vaginal oyrlnga.
Best most convenient
It

!"2'
5o,000.00

Legislature. $

cleanses instantly.

Ask

$287,960.00
Grand total
Above estimate for Legislature does not include printing,
Note:
and other incidental expenses.
The above figures show salaries of head officers of state
Note:

1,00(1. Ill)

7,920.0.)
5.100.00
10,200.00
$5,500.00

.Auditor

..$

Insurance

Grand total
Estimated expense

1,500.00
1,200.00
12,000.00

.

D.tvntoo
Maintenance of Mounted
.,j;aitM rLAnral'n Office!

Clerk
Contingent

1,000.00
900.00
6,000.00

of the state, with othsr salaries
by the Legislature of 1909.
OF EXPENSE OF STATE GOVERNMENT:

RECAPITULATION
Salaries,

J

SEVEN

by the Constitution
appropriations as provided for

is authorized
;nd

-

at

rail-loa- d

PAG

by deposited in the State Treasury and set apart as a spcial fund to
be known as the "Road Fund," which shall be used solely fur the
permanent improvement of the highways of '.he s'ate outside of any
incorporated city, town, or village, and shall be subject to appropriation by the General Assembly for that purpose only.
BLUE BOOK.
It was the custom during the regime of the Territorial government
tor the Secretary of the Territory to get out and publish, every two
ibis book con-years, what was called the "Territorial Blue Blook.
sained the official register of the Territory, including that of the liflerent counties, as well as other valuabl information relative to the
history and natural resources of New Mexico.
Since this book was the means of disseminating much valuable in-- !
toimation, relative to New Mexico and its natural resources, all ot
which resulted, as
believe, in much material benefit to the people
of the whole Territory, I suggest that you urge upon the Legislature
the advisability of continuing this work and the making of ample
appropriation for its publication, by me. at the proper time.
The following tabulated statements have been prepared for the information of the members of the legislature showing approximately
what it will cost to maintain the State Government as now consti-
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FISH, POULTRY.

the Best Bread Yet

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.
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Plaza Market Co.
Phone 92.
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cm recomSince the
theory of cur- troubles
as highly as this for we know that
ing eczema through the blood has been mend
1J.D.D.
once.
We can
tlie
itch
at
different
stops
up
given
by scientists, many
salves have been tried for skin diseases. give you a trial size bottle for 25 cents
I'.ut it has been found that these salves that will be enough to prove it.
Of course all other druggists have
only clog the pores and cannot penetrate
to the inner skin below the epidermis D.D.D. Prescription go to them it you
where the eczema perms are lodged.
can'' come to us but don t accept soma
This the quality of penetrating
big proi't substitute.
M. E. Ladies' Aid Society The La-- !
But if you come to our store, we are
probahly explains the tremendous sucdies Aid Society of the St. John s M. cess of the well known li'iuid eczema so certain'of what D.rt.R will ao for you
oil
we offer you a full size bottle on
of
glythat
winlergreen.
remedy,
or
thymol,
E. Church will meet at the home
cerine, etc., as compounded in D.D.L). this grarantee- Tf vou do not find that
it takes away the itch AT ONCE, it
Mrs. Xellie Miller, Friday, April a at Prescription.
vve
?ve sold other remedies for .skin costs you not a cent.
2:30 p. m.
CAPITAL PHARMACY, SANTA FE, N. M.
REWARD for address or inforniation of mrs. ross McMillax, form
How About Purifying your blood No member of the road commission
erly of Antonito, Colo., later of Santa
Address "East" and cleaning your system with Zook's received
Fe or Albuquerque.
It has taken
compensation.
care this office.
of
a tonic medicine
sarsaparilla.
to
$1,000
maintain
this
only
body for
ReLOST Eye glasses, black case.
great value.
the. past three years, and this has
ward, A. B. T. at New Mexican.
A Case of Blackmail Paul Doran, been exjiended for necessary supplies
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
'manager of the Palace hotel, lost his only. The state engineering force
with six tables pays well. Must bs
horse some days ago, and though he looks after the actual road construcsold at once Price S1500. 0. C. Wat
has had men scouting the hillb look tion while the board directs the polison Co.
for the animal for the past three, cies leaving the details of hiring men,
Pleaded Guilty to Perjury Mariano ing
it cannot be found. Yesterday procuring equipment and specification
P. Sena pleaded guilty to perjury yes days,
received a card through the to the state engineer."
Doran
Mr,
,
at
(
Albuquer-terday in district court
mail bearing the message to the effect
que,
All legal blanks prepared according
that if Mr. Doran left a sum of money
corner of the hotel to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
southwest
the
try
muddy or sallow complexion,
a note would be deIosltd thvat State form, for saTe by the Ne7
,
Zook's liver pills.
woum tell ot tne wnereauouis oi u , Mexican Printing
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rnnmc eWantu- - f.irnishod and nav. lost horse. The letter set last night ,
of the money, but
ing all modern conveniences, includ- for the placing
was kept no one
Ing electric light, steam heat and though careiul watch
baths, in the First National Bank turned up to receive it. The message
was written on the picture post cards
building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.
that come in the packages of HermarA
Issued
License
Marriage
to
shey's chocolate and was plain and
was
issued
license
yesterday
itage
over
Eugenio Garduno and Agripina Garcia explicit. The case will be turned
to the police.
both of N'ambe.
No Cold Meals served at the New
Boy Scouts A regular meeting of
State. Everything as you want it. the Boy Scouts will be held tomrrow
Have you tried them.
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Set Fire to Bedding in Jail Edwin
Gilette, for the past ten years a resi-- ; GOOD ROADS ARE ASSURED.
dent of Albuquerque, became sudden-- !
is the story of 19 Burroughs
ly insane and in jail yesterday set
(Continued from Page One)
books. It tells how 20 years'
fire to his bedding and tore down the
of Burroughs experience has
electric light fixtures.
ceive the benefits of expert service
been boiled down into books
Buttermilk
Fresh from the cream- - from the state. This must be made
for
many different businesses
No.
on
to
arrive
much
time
much
and
ery evtiry morning
obligatory and
The story is printed, with
V. Address Sunshine Creamery, Al-- i money will be saved
thereby.
pictures of the books, in this
A number of counties have already
buquerque.
week's
"Saturday Evening
Three Pleaded Guilty In district turned their money over to the staxe
Post" and "Literary Digest,"
court at Albuquerque yesterday, Hipo-- I for expenditure under expert advice
r. in the April business magalito Gallegos pleaded guilty to as- - of the state engineering department
zines, and, without pictures,
sault with a deadly weapon; Daniel This gives no one local community au
in 200 other publications.
Martinez to assault and A. I.andis to advantase over others.
If you don't see the story,
larceny of a watch from Jo Smith.
"The present administration state
ask us for the book or
just
Ride in E. M. F. car nd be sure to road work
is economical and efficient.
Service Forms for
special
get back.
No cost or
your business.
False Alarm of Murder Deputy
obligation.
Sheriffs Dick Lewis and Quirino Coul- v
RAMI.
TUB lilAllONU
ter were called to Martineztown near
Infill-HAkL Tour Irtunr(sl for
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
IHamund TtrandyS
Albuquerque by the report of a mur--'
I'M in Itid and tiolti inetaiiiAv
senlcl
with
Blue
boxes,
der and found that a drunken man was
Killn. V
W. H. LONG, Sales Manager,
tJ-:ro other. liny ol your v
UrnsirM. As for CUM
beating his wife. The drunk was takP. 0. Box 702, El Paso, Texas.
en into custody.
Salet. Always Reliaolh
years known as
Returns of School Election County
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
School superintendent J. V. Conway
announces that the returns from the
Santa Fe county school election held
April 1, have practically all been re-- ;
ceived and that the result will be an-- '
nounced in a day or two. A contest
from Cerrillos has been filed with the
NOW AT THE
superintendent questioning the legal-- j
ity of the election there on the ground
that citizens were not allowed to vote
without presenting a poll tax receipt.
State Superintendent Alvan N. White
Down Town
has held that the payment of poll tax
Phone Black 12.
is not a requirement.
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Everything in Vegetables.
Our New Baker Makes

l

here and we wish the pub- 7.333
he to know that we are pre-- i
So he can blow his own horn!
pared to relieve you of the
hard work and inconvenience
of washing your fine woolen
THERE never wasanda! blankets,
Navajo and Indian
place
also
the cleaning and
never will there be, To rugs,
of
stretching
your lace and
buy a tender Steak or other curtains, which are
Chop, and all
handled by a special process
that enables us to return
pride ourselves them to you in a perfectly-cleanon what we sell
sterile condition. Our
We always sell the best. work on everything is fully
We spare no pains this guaranteed. SANTA F E
fact to
and
tells LAUNDRY CO.
m-e-a-

Simply Call Phone 4, And Lo!
And Behold! Your
Order of Quality Groceries
Arrives At
Your Door On Schedule Time!

MEATS,

HOUSE CLEANING

Meals that will please at the New
State. Service good.
Our already large list of pleased patrons glady testify to our ability to
please you. A trial bundle will convince the most skeptical. The Santa
Fe Electric Laundry.
All Boxes of the Santa Fe Electric
Laundry brought Into the office will
;be redeemed at 10c doz.

is

With Ours!
S

Rl

WEATHER FORECAST.
4.
Denver, Colo., April
New Mexico: Tonight general- ly cloudy, warmer in north
portion; Friday cloudy, prob- ably rain or snow in north
portions.

SPRING

Conned Directly
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Call No. 9 for auto livery.
Hand painted
Easter cards and
Sachet Folders at Goebel's.
The Ten Cent Star will snnn nnpn
at 239 West San Francisco St.

For a Strengthening, nutritious
spring tonic, take Beef Iron and Wine

Zook's

How 130,000 Cut

Their Costs
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GHICHESTEH S PILLS

THE JEWFLER.
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Line of
HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
. oil or cleaning longer than
any other riecc of machinery bui it needs boih occasion-all-

A

If

,

y.

you will consider that the rim of

the balance wheel travels over liiteen
miles a day, you will not grudpe your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
fence a year.
It will increase the,
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch with "us
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Watches
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Clocks.
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Easter Plants
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Clarendon Garden

Stand at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
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We Are Ready

for Your Inspection

That every woman must appear in a NEW SUIT or DRESS on
THE RULE Easter
is becoming more firmly established each year.
Sunday
Elites
By that allow us to call your attention to our
w

"

Line of Suits and Dresses

Up-to-da- te

We have purchased the very best that is in the market, and we are
showing a large assortment, the like of which has never been shown in any other
store in the history of Santa Fe.
r
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